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When performance counts NIKE is the one to depend on. 
NIKE is ready when you are.
THIS MONTH FEATURING THE 
EQUATOR & LADY EQUATOR
* Mesh/Nylon Upper
* External Arch Support
* Extended Heel Counter
* Variable Width Lacing 
System
* EVA Sponge Midsole
The EQUATORZLADY EQUATOR. Designed 
for peak performance for the serious runner
* The EQUATOR/LADY EQUATOR is a specially designed training shoe for athletes with excessive 
rearfoot motion (pronation). It combines superior medial (inside) motion control with quality shock 
absorption. Due to the innovative features in the heel area of the shoe, runners experience maximum 
support and stability.
* The EQUATOR/LADY EQUATOR is recommended for both high (over 50 miles per week) and low 
mileage training.
VISA
MASTERCARDMAINE MALL/South Portland/Mon.-Sat. 9;30-9:30/Sun. 1 2-5/773-8131 
NEWINGTON MALL/Newington, NH/Mon. - Sat. 1 0-9:30/Sun. 12-5/(603) 431-4304
P.O. Box 259, E. Holden, Me. 04429
Greg Meyer jokes with the crowd at the 
Benjamin’s awards ceremony, ’’Yesterday I 
won a Jeep in a race in Albany, I think 
I’ll put this (a huge wooden clock in the 
shape of the state of Maine) on the dash.”
Greg was pleased, as were over 600 others 
who had enjoyed the 4th Annual Benjamin’s 
10K. New England’s fastest 10K was just 
that again as Greg and Bruce Bickford 
battled it out for the second straight 
year. Andy Palmer’s strong 29:06 third 
was something to cheer about as well.
Ed Rice captured the race on film and 
we’re sharing that with you in this, the 
first issue of Maine Running completely 
produced on Xerox photocopying machines. 
Previously the majority of the magazine 
was done by off-set printing. What does 
this mean? Photos, photos, and more photos. 
We now have an unlimited photographic 
capability, so all you would-be photo-
graphers out there, let’s see your stuff. 
Now there is no excuse not to have pic-
tures from your race.
Remember, Maine Running is now, always 
has been, and always will be didicated 
to all runners, not just the elite. That’s 
why we have always printed complete re-
sults. The real heros of Maine Running are 
the ones who have shed 20 pounds or quit 
smoking after 15 years or the 16 brave 
souls who ran in the YMCA Cardiac Run in 
Bangor after a year or so in the cardiac 
rehabilitation program.
I love to watch Greg Meyer run as much 
as the next guy, but I didn’t get into 
this sport to be a spectator, and this 
magazine will never be geared to hero 
worship. To paraphrase Pogo, "I’ve seen 
the heros, and they are US!”
Editor: Robert Booker
PO Box 259 
E. Holden, ME 04429
Telephone: 843-6262
When sending flyers UPS use this address:
Rt#2, Box 591F 
E. Holden, ME 04429
NOVEMBER CALENDAR 2
The state championship of 
cross-country is upon us.
I hope there is a tremendous 
turn-out at Scarborough on the 
13th of November. See the flyer 
at page 4.
STATE TAC CHAMPIONSHIP FLYER 4
THE KINGFIELD 10K WEEKEND 6-8
Andrew Corpening takes us to 
the 5th Annual Kingfield 10K 
Weekend in words and pictures.
AND IN THE REST OF THE WORLD . 9
Bill Peabody talks about Bonnie 
Bell and Clarence DeMar. The 
past month has been a big one 
for Joan Benoit and Bill catches 
us up with her Olympic training.
BEN’S AGAIN 10-13
Ed Rice took his camera with 
him on the lead vehicle and he 
captured the battle between Bruce 
Bickford and Greg Meyer once again. 
Letters 14-16
Lots of letters these days. I 
love hearing from you. Got some-
thing on your chest? Let it off 
here.
CLUB NEWS 17-18
News from Nerdlie and Herb Strom. 
What’s happening with all the rest 
of Maine’s Clubs?
THE PACK 19 on
Loads of results from the late 
fall races including biggies like 
Bar Harbor, Kingfield and Benjamin’s. 
What happened at Bailey’s cross-country 






6 TAG THE SIXTH TAG XC MEET OF THE YEAR. 2 p.m. at Val Halla Golf 
Course in Cumberland., Contact: Lou Lambert at 829-6253
6 WISCASSET VETERANS MEMORIAL ROAD RACE. 1 mile xc run for young-
sters. 1 p.m. from Wiscasset High. See flyer in October issue 
or contact: Wiscasset Recreation Department, Municipal Building 
Wiscasset, Maine 04578. 4.4 mile race.
6 THE WALDO COUNTY CHALLENGE - TRIATHLON. 12:15 in Belfast. Canoe,
Bike and Run (3 - 18.6 - 10K) . See flyer in October issue or 
contact: Waldo County YMCA, PO Box 163, Belfast ME 04915
6 5TH ANNUAL FALMOUTH LIONS 5.3 MILE ROAD RACE. 11 a.m. from
Falmouth High School. $3 pre - $4 post. T-shirts to first 25 
finishers. Contact: Gerald Caruso, 18 Kelley Rd., Falmouth,
Maine 04105 781-5249.
6 "RUN FOR YOUR LIFE” ROAD RACE 10K. 12 noon from the "Run For
Your Life" Fitness Center in Manchester. See flyer.
11 4TH ANNUAL VETERAN’S DAY ROAD RACES. h marathon and 5K. 10 a.m.
from the Hodgkins School, Malta St., Augusta. TAC certified 
\ marathon course. FREE LUNCH AND BEER FOR ALL REGISTRANTS. 
Contact: American Heart Association, 20 Winter St., PO Box 
346, Augusta, ME 04330. 462-4202.
*13* STATE TAC CROSS COUNTRY CHAMPIONSHIPS. Junior Olympic, Open, 
and Masters Divisions. 11 a.m. at Scarborough High School.
$1.00. See race details on page 4 of this issue.
*13* THE ROWDY ULTRA. A 50 Mile Race. 7:00 a.m. at Sargent Gym on 
the Bowdoin College campus. 4 mile loop many, many times! $10 
Contact: Gary Cochrane, 30 Cumberland St., Brunswick, ME 04011
13 THE GREAT OSPREY OCEAN RUN - NUMBER 2. 12 noon at Wolf Neck
State Park, Freeport. See Flyer
13 5 MILE ELEPHANT RUN. 1 p.m. from the S.M.V.T.I. Gym in So.
Portland. See flyer in October issue or contact: Newton Towle,
163 East Main St., Yarmouth, ME 04096 or Russ Connors 799-8240
13 FIFTH ANNUAL SEMPER FIVE. Noon from Marine Corps Reserve Training 
Center, Naval Air Station Annex, Topsham, Maine. See flyer in 
October issue or contact: MCR, Topsham Annex, Topsham, Me. 04086.
19 2ND ANNUAL 5 KILOMETER TURKEY TROT. 9 a.m. from Brewer High.
See flyer.
20 13TH ANNUAL LOST VALLEY 15K. 12 noon from the base lodge at
Lost Valley Ski Area. See flyer.
20 15th ANNUAL CAPE ELIZABETH TURKEY TROT. 1 p.m. from Cape Eliz-
abeth High. See flyer.
24 5TH ANNUAL GASPING GOBBLER. 10K starts at 10 a.m. from the Augusta 
Civic Center. See flyer.
26 THANKSGIVING HOLIDAY CLASSIC. 11 a.m. from Portland Expo. $2 
pre; $3 post. 4 miler Contact: George Towle, 17 Thomas St., 
Portland, ME. 04102 or call 773-8634
Any December dates yet? How about some indoor track meets or snowshoe 
races. Cross country ski races or tours? Let your skiing buddies know 
it’s their turn to take the magazine over for a few months. Boy don’t 
I look forward to running over snowmobile trails in the moonlight. Eat 
your heart out Larry Allen in Florida!

1983
MAINE ASSOCIATION OF THE ATHLETICS CONGRESS 
CROSS-COUNTRY CHAMPIONSHIPS 
Junior Olympic, Open, and Masters Divisions
DATE: Sunday, November 13, 1983
TIME: 11:00 am.
PLACE: Scarborough High School, Scarborough, Maine.
ENTRY FEE: $1.00. Must accompany entry.
Registration begins at 8:00 am.
Course walk at 9:30am.
All competitors must be registered with the Maine Association of The Athletics 
Congress. Cost- $U.OO. Available at the meet or from John Sinclair, 135 Pine St, 
Lewiston, Me 0U2h0. Tel- 786-3375.
AGE DIVISIONS/RACE DISTANCE
Bantam, age 10 and under, born 1973 and after. 3 kilometer.
Midget, age 11 and 12, bom 1971-1972. 3 kilometer.
Youth, age 13 and lli, born 1969-1970. i; kilometer.
Intermediate, age 15-16, born 1967-1968. 5 kilometer.
Young Ken/Wamen, age 17 and 18, born 1965-1966. 5 kilometer.
Open- age 19-29, born 196U and before. 5 kilometer.
Masters- ages 30-39, hO-k9» 50-59, 60-69, 70-. 5 kilometer.
AWARDS:
Junior Olympic- TAC Junior Olympic medals to top ten finishers per division 
and sex. Participation ribbons to all finishers. Patches 
to winning team members.
Open/faasters- State championship medals to top six overall, male and female.
Medals to top three in each masters division. One award per 
competitor. Team '‘awards to overall male and female club.
Team consists of maximum of eight individuals, top five score. To be eligible 
for team championships, club must be registered with the Maine TAC. To register 
club,contact John Lafreniere, 13 Second .St, Lewiston, Me 0U2U0. Team members 
must be designated on meet day prior to competition.
Junior Olympic Advancement- (age 18 and under)- Tcp 20 individuals and top three 
teams per division and sex will advance to the Region I championships in Lakeville, 
Massachusetts on Sunday, November 20th. Athletes must declare at State meet.
Meet Director- Ron Kelly, 105 Maple St, Scarborough, Me 9t07ii. Tel-883-27i7.
Meet is Sanctioned by the Maine Association of the Athletics Congress.
Complete results in Maine Running.
HOGAN ROAD - 947-1168 - BANGOR MAINE
VISIT OUR OTHER LOCATIONS 
ROCKLAND - PRESQUE ISLE - OLD TOWN - AUBURN
THE KINGFIELD 10K WEEKEND 
by Andrew Corpening
This picturesque town of about 1QQO. is usually a quiet place during the early fall 
but on September 24 and 25 the entire area was anything but quiet when over 900. run-
ners descended on the area for the 5th Annual Kingfield 10K Weekend.
The weekend is actually a series of races designed for the whole family starting 
with the Kingfield Kids1 K. This one mile race for children 14 and under is NOT a 
"fun run”. The young racers take the race very seriously and give it their all.
"It is a real race. It has everything a major race has, its own identity, awards 
ceremony, printed results, raffle, starting time, and a lot of high energy compet-
itors," explained race director, Chip Carey.
Following the Kids’ K is the Kingfield 10K, the main event. This race has the 
reputation as one of the finest in New England. In fact, Amby Burfoot’s book,
"The Guide to New England Road Races," recognized the Kingfield 10K with a Gold 
Medal; only 20 were awarded for all of New England.
This year’s race continued the tradition of excellence. The general consensus 
of the racers was that the event was one of the best organized and most efficiently 
run races in which they had participated. While interviewing Carey, many runners 
came up to the race director and congratulated him on how well organized everything 
was; a real tribute to a lot of hard work.
The race itself featured a certified course, no traffic, plenty of spectators, and 
written results at the awards ceremony. One thing many of the racers commented on 
was the finish chute. The runners were greeted by experienced medical personnel and 
supportive towns people. Also, there was plenty of water in the chute, making the
wait to be recorded much easier.
Even though Andy Palmer of Needham, MA (and a Maine native), won the race with a 
time of 29:39.0 (and was the first two-time winner), the real hero of the day was 
79-year old Sam Ouellette of Ashland, ME. Ouellette started the race approximately 
30 minutes before everyone else so he would finish about the same time as the winner
Speaking of winners, Anne Marie Davee of Norway, ME, was the first woman to cross 
the finish line. She finished the 10K with a time of 37:00.3. Davee was also the 
winner of the 1st Annual Sugarloaf Marathon held here this past August.
Many runners are attracted to the Kingfield 10K because of the beauty of the race 
course. The course not only goes through some of the most scenic country in Maine, 
but due to the time of year, Mother Nature adds her beautiful touch with the fall 
foliage. Another thing that attracts runners to this course (70% flat and 30% rol-
ling hills) is it’s considered fast. This must be a fact since an extimated 75 
runners reported new PR’s.
Following the race (and showers at the Kingfield Elementary School) the runners 
enjoyed an outdoor concert and barbecue before the awards ceremony. The barbecue 
featured free beer and Coke for all competitors. Entertainment was provided by 
Cathy Stebbins, who played before and after the awards ceremony. The ceremony not 
only included the awards but also drawings for prizes that ranged from dinners for 
two to New Balance running shoes. The Kids’ K part of the ceremony also featured a 
raffle for a 10-speed bicycle. The first 500 registrants for the 10K also received 
T-shirts and Kodak coolers.
ANN MARIE DAVEE HOLDS ON TO FINISH FIRST A MERE TWO SECONDS AHEAD OF DETERMINED 
WAYNEFLETE HIGH SCHOOL RUNNER, SUSANNAH BECK IN THE 1983 KINGFIELD 10K ROAD RACE
For the people who didn’t get enough racing in the 10K, on Sunday there was 
the Sugarloaf Uphill Climb. The event started at the Base Lodge of Sugarloaf 
USA and ended less than three miles later, 2637 vertical feet higher, at the 
summit of Sugarloaf Mountain. Paul Hammond of Lewiston, ME, set a new record 
this year with a time of 28:55.26. Even though Hammond won, the climb is not 
considered a race; it is a challenge that should be attempted by conditioned 
athletes only.
Of the 155 athletes that entered, one of them won the first Uphill Climb back 
in 1962. He is Sam Ouellette, the same 79-year old that was in the Kingfield 10K. 
This feat is pretty amazing since it is a very challenging event.
Of course an event like the 5th Annual Kingfield 10K Weekend could not happen 
without the help of a lot of people. The actual sponsors of the weekend were 
the Kingfield Savings Bank and Peter Webber’s Sugarloaf Inn. But the real people 
that made this work were the people of the Kingfield area. These good folks came 
out in force to help with the races and their only reward was the fun of being 
involved. And fun was what the weekend was all about.
ANDY PALMER SHOWS THE CHARACTERISTIC GRIMACE THAT HAS MADE HIM A FAVORITE WITH. MAINE 
RUNNING CROWS FOR YEARS. HIS 29:39.0 IS A NEW COURSE RECORD FOR THE KINGFIELD 1QK. 
(THE COURSE HAS ONLY BEEN CERTIFIED TWO YEARS). ANDY HAS BEEN LARGELY RESPONSIBLE 
FOR MAKING KINGFIELD WHAT IT IS.TODAY, FINISHING FIRST TWICE AND SECOND A LIKE NUMBER 
OF TIMES IN THE FOUR YEARS HE HAS RUN IT. NOT ONLY DOES ANDY RUN TO WIN, BUT HE HELPS 
BUILD THE FIELD BY BRINGING HIS WARDS, MICHELE HALLETT, PAUL PLISSEY, AND SUSANNAH 
BECK. THE BRANDEIS UNIVERSITY CROSS COUNTRY COACH WILL BE BACK WITH MORE OF HIS 
STUDENTS OF RUNNING NEXT YEAR IN THE SIXTH RUNNING OF THE KINGFIELD 10K ROAD RACE
AND IN THE REST OF THE WORLD...
Bill Peabody 7 Nancy Drive Brunswick, ME 04011
Quite literally, it was a record-setting month for Joan Benoit. She led off with 
a new American Record in the half-marathon by winning the Philadelphia Distance Clas 
sic.' Her time of 1:09:14, took 2 minutes and 2 off her previous record. The first 
weekend in October she set another AR at the Bonnie Bell in Boston. This was at 10 
kilometers, done in 31:36. Sandwiched in between was another 10K win in the Boston 
edition of the Pro-Comfort Series. The time (32:22) was not a record, but the mone-
tary rewards must have made it worth the effort.
Although there are indications of some change over the last couple of years, open 
cross-country competitions are just not as numerous, as well attended, or as well 
publicized as road races. One place that sees more than its share of action is 
Franklin Park, Boston. September 10th, the Northeastern University Track Club held 
a meet at that venue. In the Junior Boy’s class (5K) , Westbrook High came away the 
team winner as Andy (16:00) and Jim (16:10) Kimball took first and second. The Open 
class was run at 10K, and Danny Paul finished sixth in 32:49.
The next day (September 11th), a Maine athlete won an event that is generally not 
so obscure, the triathalon. Eric McNett of Harpswell beat his nearest ’’iron man” 
competitor by about three minutes in clocking 2 hours, 47 for the course. The 
route featured a 5-mile canoe (Eric’s time here was 58 min.), a 30-mile bike (1:15), 
and a 10K run (34 min.).
A week later it looked like Maine day at Wilton, N.H. The winner of their 9.4 
mile race was Colby alumnus, Paul Oparowski, timed in 46:17. Third and fourth went 
to Bob Winn (46:35) and Paul Hammond (49:11). Number one woman was Jane Welzel, who 
ran 55:37.
The Clarence DaMar Marathon (Keene, N.H.) certainly has a tradition-laden name, 
and this year’s edition may have marked the start of a winning tradition for a new 
running club. The Lesser Durham Striders made a surprising debut. Neil Wood 
(2:17) of Keene was the winner with Lance Guliani of L.D.S. fifth in 2:34:20. He 
was followed by Mike Daley (20th Place - 2:42), Dave Delois (51 - 2:53), John 
Leeming (54 - 2:56), John Moncure (119 - 3:17), Dale Dorr and Bill Haney. The 
big question is: How come none of them claims Durham as their home?
This brings us back to the Bonnie Bell. Joan Benoit wasn’t the only Mainer in-
volved; after all, there were well over 7,000 runners. Jane Welzel was 16th, 
completing the distance in 34:40. Linda Larue (Readfield) and Delinda Smith 
(Kingfield) also made the top one hundred by posting times of 37:57 and 38:12 
respectively. (Ed Note: According to Bangor Daily News columnist, Joni Averill, 
four Bangor area women also completed the Bonnie Bell. Jane Bragg ran 46:34, was 
seeded 1,863 and finished 869; Rene Collins ran 51:42 (it took her 1:54 to get to 
the starting line and 10:30 to reach the one mile mark) seeded 3,000, finished 1,976 
Charlene Wiseman turned in a 52:00, was seeded 4,700th and finished 2,800th; Maureen 
Guerin hasn’t got her time yet but knows she improved by nearly 1,000 places)
There is an item that is not directly related to running, but that could have 
more impact on athletics in this country than the most stunning of breakthrough 
records. The U.S. Olympic Committee has created a Task Force on Drug Control as 
a response to the events at the Pan Am Games. Between now and the L.A. Games, 
the Task Force will be testing U.S. athletes in informal and formal settings.
The informal tests will be by request and/or at minor competitions and will be 
consultive, not punitive, in nature. The formal testing will occur at the major 
events, especially the National Championships and the Olympic Team selection 
meets. An athlete who fails a test at this level will, at a minimum, be ineligible 
for any U.S. team and will face sanctions from the American and International gov-
erning bodies of that sport.
There is a Maine connection here. Dr. Daniel Hanley has been appointed to head 
the task force. For many years, Dr. Hanley was the Bowdoin College physician.
BEN’S AGAIN
by Bob:Booker
photography by Ed Rice
Doug Damon of the Maine Air National Guard flashes a victory sign to the author as 
he passes under the finish tower at the 4th Annual Benjamin’s 10,000 Meter Road Race. 
More than 600 other runners passed under the finish banner in eastern Maine’s largest 
road race.
What makes Benjamin’s unique, besides the much publicized ’’world class” runners, 
is that John Parcak has geared the race to the runner. For his $7 entry fee, each 
runner receives a runner’s clinic the night before, a t-shirt (suggested retail $5.99), 
a Bud Light Benjamin’s 10K painter’s cap (retail around $2.00), all the Oakhurst juice 
and Bud Light beer he or she can hold (suggested retail will vary according to one’s 
thirst, gluttony or foolhardiness; figure a coupla’ beers downstairs at Ben’s would 
set you back $1.50), an accurate time, flashed on two finish line digital clocks and 
appearing in Maine Running, an accurate, fast course and a chance to tour Bangor 
during one of the nicest seasons of the year without fear of being run down. Add 
to this the opportunity of running with and getting to meet Greg Meyer and some of 
the finest young runners in the Northeast and you have one hell-of-a nice race pack-
age.
The event is getting bigger and better each year. As a matter of fact, the first 
meeting of the committee to bring you the 5th Annual Benjamin’s 10,000 Meter event 
will be gathering at Norj Ahrens’ house on the same evening as this is being typed.
The story of the race itself is best told through the lens of Ed Rice
Greg Meyer (center) leads over 600 runners down Forest Avenue at the start of the 
4 th Annual Benjamin’s 10,000 Meter Road Race.
Mark Kimball of New Hampshire and Sam Pelletier (8) of the Naval Academy lead the 
pack down Stillwater Avenue before the two mile mark.
Hank Pfeifle tries to stay with Bruce Bickford (2) at the lead pack makes the turn 
at Broadway Park. Andy Palmer (behind Hank, center) is in a great position to sit 
and wait, and watch the race develop ahead of him. Meyer and Kimball at left.
The strain starts to show on Bruce’s face near the five mile mark, as Meyer stalks 
his man.
Greg blows by Bick with about a half mile to go as they enter Harlow Street and can 
hear the PA system at the finish line. In another 50 yards Meyer will see the crowds 
and banners that mark his second consecutive victory at Bangor and the third fastest 
time ever run in the state of Maine. Bick would finish fourth in the all time list.
Karen Dunn of Durham, N.H'. checks her time on the digital display clock as she 
passes under the finsih tower. The Olympic trials bound marathoner finished in. 
34:36. The crowd seems to appreciate her 59th place finish as much as she did.
LETTERS
Bob .
I have put off writing this type of letter many times. I realize the time and 
effort you put into running and "Maine Running", and you can’t please everyone. 
Their is simply no excuse for the lack of attention you have given Stu Hogan.
Here is a list of his races in 1983, of which all results were in "Maine Running". 
How could you not realize what he has done? Everyone says it is because he is 
from down here, well, I don’t believe that. I know you better than that. Take a 
long look at these race results!
I sent you a picture of Hogan to use.
The next issue had your brother on a 
flag pole, the issue next had Clapper 
on the cover. Clapper is great, but 
he did not have the year Hogan did, 
the race results prove that. Clapper 
never broke 32:00 for the Willey 10K, 
what did Hogan do there? Bruce Ellis 
ran close to Clapper all summer, what 
did Hogan do to Ellis at the Break-
water 7 Miler in July? I’m not telling 
you how to run your magazine or who to 
put on the cover, but I hope you agree 
the race results should.
This is not a pitch for "Runner of 
Year" to Hogan, I feel Rock Green 
deserves that a 100%, just credit 
where credit is due. Sure, he goes 
to St. Joe’s, so what, the results , 
should do all the talking. It’s 
not to late. I’ll tell you, it 




I’m sure you’ve seen the results of the UMO - St. Joe’s - Bowdoin - MMA - 
UMPI meet, but here’s another' copy.
Since you labeled your September issue of Maine Running as the Cross Country Scene 
and the only cross country write-up was a St. Joe’s recruiting report, I thought it 
appropriate to remind you that other schools do have XC teams.
I would guess that nearly every boy on the UMO XC team would be attending UMO 
whether or not they were running XC. This doesn’t allow them to compete with the 
BC’s & Northeasterns but they have a pretty good crew of runners. As a teacher 
you have to appreciate the priorities of the UMO team.
If you do another article on XC this fall, a feature on Glendon Rand would cer-
tainly be appropriate.
See you at Kingfield,
Vaughn Holyoke
’’Run For Your Life” 
Granite Hill Road 






I'd like to take this opportunity to congratulate you and 
the crew on the professional job you did in organizing the 
Benjamin 10K Race in Bangor, October 2, 1983. My wife and I 
were impressed with the way you personally greeted each 
runner, regardless of their time, as they crossed the finish 
line. It is little things like that which make every runner 
feel part of the race. Keep up the good work and we'll see 
you next year.
As race director for "Run For Your Life”, you have my personal 
invitation to run in our 10-k race Sunday, November 6, 1983, 
beginning at noon, at the "Run For Your Life” facility just 
off Route 202 in Manchester, Maine. I am enclosing a self- 
addressed stamped envelope and I hope to hear from you soon.
Also, as the only way for anyone in this area to obtain a 
copy of your Maine Running magazine is through the mail, our 
facility is very interested in selling it here. Please send 
us details on how and when we may handle them.
Sincerely,
Robert Verrill, Race Director 
Cathy Cumler, Facility Director
PoS. You have my permission to print any part of this 
letter in the Maine Running.
Dear Bob:
The "Great American Dream" went off without a hitch.
A total of 206 runners registered and from the comments I heard, 
the runners who attended will be back next year with many friends.
The idea of the event was to help celebrate Old Orchard 
Beach's centennial birthday, but my personal goal was to give the 
runners every possible service I could.
To begin with traffic was detoured during the entire race. The 
course was flat and straight and calibrated using the "Klein-Jones" 
to assure accuracy. The runners got their splits loud and clear 
at every single mile, with the digital clock overhead at the finish.
There was free parking, rest rooms and water before and after 
the race as well as large cups with water at mile 2.
We had Ham radios on the course as well as at the finish line 
and the Old Orchard Beach rescue team on hand.
Awards were 3 deep for males and females in 5 categories. The 
winners (see enclosed results) received hand carved wooden apples“mounted 
on a trophy base. There were also numerous random drawings as well 
as special awards for those people celebrating birthdays, anniversaries 
etc.
The features the runners really talked about however seemed to be the 
shirts and refreshments. The shirts (although not too numerous because 
of their cost) were 3 color design long sleeve training shirts.
The hot apple pie served with home made ice cream seemed to really hit 
the spot after the race.
The culmination to the festivities ended up at the "Lindberg’s Landing" 
lounge at the new Brunswick where runners enjoyed a cool one while watching 
an instant replay of the race on television.
If this sounds like a race for the runners then the "Great American 
Dream" has met its objective.





The old "woodsies" have been some busy since the last retort - report.
The STROKES AROOSTOOK TRIATHLON was well attended. The V/oodsrunners fielded 
six of the 12 teams in the competition. Outstanding efforts were contributed 
by all members. Several unofficial indoor invitation records were shattered! 
(After the race) The event did generate a lot of enthusiasm for all partici-
pants,and we wish to congratulate the sponsors, officials and workers of this 
fine event.
In September a club breakfast run was held in Patten, America. The foliage 
and scenery was spectacular. The ham and eggs warn't too shabby, neither! 
Seventeen of the hardy Woodsies were involved. Since the first finishers had 
to peel spuds for hash, a less than torrid pace was set! Our thanks to Jerry' 
Michaud (owner of the restaurant commandeered) for his efforts and f-inp feed.
The club has been well represented in local races lately as well. Loren Ritchie, 
Barry McLaughlin, Bruce Twombly, and Steve Porter all won trophies or awards 
in the famous Northern Challenge Series.
Alan Stevens, Jerry Michaud, Tim Robinson, Bruce Twombly and others ran in the 
Kingfield. All had PR’s and Tim ran under 36:00. Very impressive, T-im.
Additionally, seven or eight club members ran at Bpnjaming. No one stayed 
with ”Bick and Andy", but Steve Gross had a strong race for the Woodsies.
Mark Chasse ran under 34:00. We’£e unsure of exact times as Nurdley and 
Duane were held hostage after the race in the beer tent! Knowing escape was 
impossible, they resigned themselves to spending the i-pma-inapt- of the day 
"under the big top". They were swept up the next day by two Bangor sanita-
tion workers. Good job boys!!
Also good luck to club members going to Casco Bay. Go for it!!
MAINE TRACK CLUB
Recently, a few neophytes, as well as some of the tested, completed the 
3rd Annual Camden Tin-Man Triathlon. Repeaters were Bob & Barb Coughlin,
(Barb - oldest female finisher) and Jerri Bugbee (female winner in ’81).
New triathletes are Marge Podgajny (2nd female - open category), Dick McFaul,
Steve Woodsum & yours truly (oldest male finisher). Russ Connors dusted off 
the 6% mile run for his team in 37 minutes on a hilly, hot course. The swim-
ming wasn’t too tough, \ mile, 68° temperature in Lake Megunticook. The biking 
course was 27 miles of unbelievable hills, bucking a headwind practically all 
the way in high 80's temperature.■
Russ Connors' Elephant Run is to raise money for Newton Towle, John Taylor 
and A1 Leeman to go to Africa's Ivory Coast to benefit the Ivory Coast Mission 
Telephone Project. Awards will be unique wood plaques with refreshments after-
ward (solid as well as liquid). The above mentioned are giving up their va-
cation time and taking money out of their own pockets to install telephone 
lines in this part of the world. So mark your calendar for November 13th at 
1 p.m. and we'll see you at SMVTI for a real fun affair.
Sure was great to see Dennis Smith at the 11th Annual Bailey Cross Country 
5 Miler. . He is in a neck brace but is able to walk around. He sure is in 
excellent spirits when you consider the ordeal that he has been through.
Also, nice to see John Keller and Werner Pobatschnig near the front of the pack.
Great to see Arnie Frechette back and running, Roger Dutton has been unable 
to run very far, but has been doing a lot of biking. Anyone that is interested
in getting together for a long bike 
with Roger and I, can give me a ring 
at 799-7705.
Had the pleasure of going on a 
Sunday Fun Run from Payson Park 
around Casco Bay Marathon Course 
recently. Started out with Mike 
Worden and Jerry Roberts a little 
bit after the 7 a.m. starting time, 
(which always starts at 7 a.m. re-
gardless of how many have arrived).
I was more than a little bit over-
tired and Mike was strong, but Jerry 
was stronger, so by the time I got 
to the back side of the course, -I 
was ready to quit. After resting 
for a bit, Ray Heffelfinger of Thrifty 
Rent-a-Car fame showed up and went 
the rest of the way with me, picking 
up Charlie Cahill after the Crusher, 
increasing from a 12 to a 21 mile long 
run. "Chip" McCartney has been out 
there every Sunday to take care of 
the water stops, give rides when need-
ed and provide that much needed en-
couragement along the line. "Chip" 
is related to Terry and John McGovern, 
who recently.became members of the 
Club. Next Club meeting, Wednesday, 
Nov. 9th, 7:30 p.m. , Portland Public 
Safety Building, corner of Franklin 
St., Arterial, and Middle St. Always 
a first class program and guests are 
cordially invited and if you feel 
shy, just look for the older bearded 
one, when you come through the door. 
Nuff rambling for this month.
See you on the road,
HIGH STREET, ELLSWORTH
RUNNING
Saucony - Tiger - Etonic Shoes 
Bill Rodgers, Moving Comfort 
Woman on the Run 
Everything from Sorbethane to 
Pulseometers
PADDLING
Large selection of canoes & 




Northface - Kelty - Campitrails 
White Stag
From stuff sacks to Fabiano 
ultra-lite hiking boots, we have 
the largest selection of camping 
goods in Eastern Maine.
TENNIS & 
RACQUETBALL
Prince - Head -Rossignol -
Ektelon & Donnay Racquets
Diadora & Etonic Shoes 
Le Coq Sportif Apparel
'THE .’ACS'
ST. JOSEPH’S COLLEGE INVITATIONAL
N. Windham 4.5 M Sep *10th
1. Stu Hogan SJ 22:53*
2. Henri Bouchard SJ 23:12
3. Rick Garcia SJ 23:26
4. Peter Grant USM 24:14
5. Jeff Crocker SJ 24:27
6. Brian Flanders SJ 24:33
7. Tom O’Leary SS 24:46
8. Fergus Kenny SJ 24:47
9. Wendell Blood USM 24:49
10. Peter Dube USM 25:26
11. Tony Peters SS 25:33
12. Bill Lambert H 25:42
13. Joey Leonard MMA 25:44
14. Scott Hutchson UMPI 25:50
15. Gary Leavitt SS 25:59
161 Tony Pickering USM ' 26:02
17. Pat Maguire SJ 26:07
18. Rolf Westphal USM 26:13
19. Bob Wranosky MMA 26:30
20. Matt Scott UMPI 26:42
21. Paul Kehoe USM 26:43
22. Mike Albrich USM 26:45
23. Gene Colley SJ 26:48
24. Troy De Golyer H 27:23
25. Jim Boynton H 27:28
26. Brian White SJ 27:32
27. Darryle Hagar MMA 27:38
28. Mike Fournier MMA 27:44
29. Alain Fuhrman H 27:53
30. Jim Monzione SS 28:11
31. Glen Jones USM 28:11
32. John Perkins MMA 28:12
33. Joe Moceri SS 28:13
34. Anton Gerand H 28:14
35. Dennis Goulet MMA 28:46
36. John Finnigan MMA 28:47
37. Lester Averill MMA 28:59
38. Steve Gagel SJ 29:00
39. Chris Peters MMA 29:10
40. Bill Clark MMA 29:20
41. Jim Gildart MMA 29:41
42. Clayton Grindle UMPI 30:27
43. Steve Feering SJ 30:34
44. Eric Wand MMA 33:16
45. Gannett Long MMA 33:23
46. Rob Gennari UMPI 33:28
DIXVILLE NOTCH INTERNATIONAL MARATHON 
AND 12 MILE ROAD RACE Sep 17th
Marathon (23 finishers!
1. Len Hall 2:41;18.2
7. John Esposito (Gorham) 3:03:10
8. Peter Keegan (Kennpt) .3:07:06 
17. Michelle Giordani (Kpt)4:08:10*
Michelle was the first woman!
12 Mile (37 finishers)
1. Phil Stuart (Machias) 1:05:45
2. A1 DeCosta 1:06:23
3. Kevin McCarthy 1:08:28
8. Bob Jolicoeur (Cape E) 1:12:52
19. Bill Green (TV 6) 1:22:08
Bob was the first 40 +
Results courtesy of Bob Jolicoeur
******************
BOWDOIN COLLEGE 5.7 M X-C 
Brunswick Gold Course Sep 17th
1. Glendon Rand UMO 28:30*
2. Stu Hogan SJ 28:35
3. Henri Bouchard SJ 28:42
4. Sheril Sprague UMO 29:01
5. Mike Fiola UMO 29:13
6. Jeff Crocker SJ 29:32
7. Steve Ridley UMO 29:39
8. A1 Pierce UMO 29:41
9. Tim Bottomley UMO 29:56
10. Rummler UMO 30:01
11. Dan Dearing UMO 30:07
12. Morriss UMO 30:11
13. Steve Dunlap UMO 30:15
14. Fergus Kenny SJ 30:30
15. Sitcawich B 30:34
16. John Mills UMO 30:37
17. John Condon UMO 30:38
18. Pinkham B 30:42
19. Warren UMO 30:43
20. Samuelson B 30:47
21. Brian Flanders SJ 30:51
22. Wescott B 30:52
23. Glen Holyoke UMO 31:05
24. Esty UMO 31:07
25. Farnsworth UMO 31:14
26. Leighton UMO 31:18
27. Malloy UMO 31:22
28. Dawson UMO 31:27
29. Palmer • B 31:36
30. Dresser B 31:37
31. Maguire SJ 31:37
32. Norton UMO 31:43
33. Hutchins UMPI 31:49
34. Colley SJ 31:51
35. Leonard MMA 31:54
36. Krug UMO 32:01
37. Krug UMO 32:07
38. Brian White SJ 32:09
39. Scott UMPI 32:20
40. Beisaw B 32:34
41. Wanner B 32:42
42. Stoner UMO 32:46
43. Wranosky MMA 33:08
44. Haggar MMA 33:17
45. Yannetti B 33:23
46. Feering SJ 33:26
47. Mushlin B 33:39
48. Gagel SJ 34:17
49. Perkins MMA 34:49
50. Fournier MMA 35:00
51. Averill MMA 35:06
52. Pohle B 35:16
53. Finnegan MMA 35:24
54. Desgross MMA 35:51
55. Gennari UMPI 35:54
56. Gildart MMA 35:58
57. Lewis B 36:30
58. Luce B 36:40
59. Long MMA 37:31
60. Swett UMPI 40:40
TEAMS: UMO 25, St. Joseph's .
MMA 128, and UMPI 139
37, Bowdoin 72
Results courtesy of Ziggy Gillespie 
St. Joe’s Coach
***************
1983 BAR HARBOR 13 MILER
* * * * * * *
Bar Harbor Sep 17th
Stu Hogan broke his own course record in leading St. Joe’s 
to an impressive team win. St. Joe’s 3 year unbeaten 
streak went to 47-0.
St. Joe’s 17, USM 57, Salem State 96, MMA 119, Hawthorne 124 
and UMPI 169
1. Chris Bovie 1:10:55
2. Mike Westphal 1:12:25
3. Jeff Keeton 1:13:37
4. Jon Williams 1:13:37
5. Bill Hine 1:13:54
6. Dick Fournier 1:13:56
7. Ralph Fletcher 1:14:48
8. Rick Lane 1:14:58
9. Dick Balentine 1:15:22
10. Marlin Conrad 1:15:26
11. Daryl Waldrop 1:15:26
12. Greg Nelson 1:15:54
13. Lee Fairbanks 1:18:16
14. Mike Mendonca 1:18:35
15. John Purington, Jr. 1:19:47
16. Gary Allen 1:19:50
17. John Johansson 1:19:51
18. Paul Comeau 1:19:52
19. Philip Altekruse 1:19:57
20. George Liming 1:20:00
21. Larry Pelletier 1:20:11
22. Steven Peterson 1:20:35
23. Deke Talbot 1:20:37
24. Patrick Connell 1:20:50
25. Wesley Douglas 1:21:04
26. Chris Salamone 1:21:15
27. Norman Hawes 1:21:25
28. Arnold Amoroso 1:21:36
29. Phil St. Pierre 1:21:41
30. Mark Lwebbers 1:21:51
31. Dan Cake 1:21:58
32. Leonard Sanborn 1:22:03
33. Tom Swan 1:22:40
34. Peter Hanson 1:22:52
35. Leon Jorge 1:23:35
36. Bill Pinkham 1:23:37
37. Scott Smith 1:23:57
38. Richard Sayles 1:24:18
39. Henry Williams 1:25:20
40. Ray Ashenhurst 1:25:24
41. Tim Drury 1:25:27
42. Cliff Olson 1 25:28
43. Skip Rowe 1 25:31
44. Randy Marcy 1 25:40
45. Steven Palley 1 25:46
46. Ken Sylvester 1 25:51
47. Robin Emery 1 26:06*
48. Mike Plourde 1 26:35
49. Marty Anderson 1 26:43
50. Bruce Twembly 1 27:05
51. Larry Rich 1 27:15
52. Robert Massucco 1 27:40
53. Gary Jenkins 1 27:44
54. Doug Swallow 1 27:47
55. Fred Galli 1 27:50
56. Martin Schiff 1 27:52
57. Mike Gaige 1 27:52
58. Charles Allen 1 28:00
59. Peter Cuff 1 28:05
60. John Arnold 1 28:11
61. Russell Martin 1 28:28
62. John Salisbury 1 28:55
63. Frank Woodard 1 28:57
64. Wm. Kennard 1 29:16
65. Kevin Caldwell 1 29:23
66. Bill Sayres 1 29:24
67. David Rose 1 29:39
68. Ben Levek 1 29:40
69. Rick Forbess 1 29:48
70. Geoff Manifolo 1 29:56
71. Ted Fulton 1 29:58
72. John Peterson 1 29:58
73. Ed Rice 1 30:08
74. Don Warren 1 30:14
75. Roy Rodgers? 1 30:15
76. Chuck Wonier 1 30:21
77. Craig Maker 1 30:37
78. Mark Dorsey 1 30:47
79. Paul LaChance 1 30:49
80. David Whitney 1 30:54
81. Charles Kowalski 1 30:54
82. Jim DeMint 1 30:58
83. John Mead 1 30:58
84. Neal Billedtdeaux 1 31:11
85. James Wuorio 1 31:19
86. Lowell Hart 1 31:22
87. Ken Cole III 1 31:26
88. John Muech 1 31:29
89. Steven Callahan 1 31:43
90. Carroll Smith 1 31:54*
91. Bob Johnston 1 32:02
92. Gehrig Johnson 1 32:06
93. Gil Roderick 1 32:22
94. David Reynolds 1 32:39
95. Dorothy Helling 1 32:40*
96. Roger Wilson 1 32:50
97. Ann Blumer 1 32:57*
98. Ron Wietzke 1 33:10
99. Rick Schnable 1 33:11
100. Peter MacKintosh 1 33:17
101. David Snodgrass 1 33:25
102. Virginia Vendrell 1 33:33*
103. Burt Raggett 1 33:34
104. Lenny Woxinger 1 33:37
105. Sharyn Kingma 1 33:35*
106. Bill LoPotro 1 33:42
107. Wm. Kasabuski 1 33:51
108. Donald Back 1 33:54
109. Carol McRea 1 33:57*
110. Brenda LoPotro 1 33:59*
111. Chad Gagnon 1 34:35
112. Frank Bednar 1 35:00
113. Richard Higgins 1 35:15
114. Robert Johnston 1 35:20
115. Larry Phillips 1 35:22
116. Frank O’Connor 1 35:25
117. Warren Wilson 1 35:27
118. Owen Jackson 1 35:29
119. Steve Stedman 1 35:33
120. Sandra Daniel 1 35:50*
121. John Cushman ■ 1 36:02
122. James Mroch 1 36:19
123. Mike Glotzer 1 36:53
124. Kevin Pott 1 36:56
125. Bill Sylvia 1 37:49
126. Sandy Sturtevant 1 37:59*
127. Susan Erickson : 1 37:59*
128. Faye Gagnon 1 38:17*
129. Felice Worcester 1 38:25*
130. Connie Cuff 1 39:01*
131. Kevin Kane 1 39:23
132. Sam Auerbach 1 39:27
133. Richard Manthorne 1 39:32
134. Grace Amoroso 1:39:32*
135. Ellen Hunter 1:39:36*
136. Rosyln Randall 1:39:38*
137. Paul Connor 1:39:43
138. Suzanne Packer 1:39:49*
139. James Altesani 1:40:25
140. Joan Custer 1:40:32*
141. Tom Kahl 1:41:31
142. Louise Dunlap 1:41:47*
143. Steve Crawley 1:41:41
144. Gordon Graham 1:42:03
145. Lenny Reich 1:42:20
146. Wm. McDonald 1:42:28
147. Lawrence Ludwig 1:42:29
148. Hal Rubin 1:42:30
149. Clifford Sawyer 1:42:50
150. Sandee Prescott 1:43:00*
151. John Walls 1:43:01
152. Eddie Brissette 1:43:20
153. Kevin Purcell 1:43:53
154. Donald Ardine, Jr. 1:45:09
155. Bert Gendron 1:45:12
156. John Lavin 1:45:55
157. Jamey Harris 1:46:00
158. Robert Buntin 1:46:00
159. Chadburn Smith 1:46:02
160. Karen McGinn 1:46:06*
161. Jack Vartogian 1:46:06
162. David Cawley 1:46:15
163. Robert Jancewicz 1:46:29
164. Peter Golbitz 1:46:36
165. Jon Goebel 1:47:35
166. Mike Benar 1:47:49
167. Paul Guerin 1:47:55
168. Tom Weston 1:48:08
169. Wayne Smith 1:47:22
170. Cynthia Mroch 1:47:26
171. Harold Jones 1:47:33
172. Mark Freeman 1:47:39
173. Jean Goldfine 1:47:55
174. Lenny DeMuro 1:50:02
175. Tom Severance 1:50:30
176. Don Lucas 1:50:40
177. Joan Lavin 1:51:04
178. John Woefler 1:51:04
179. Lee Hersey 1:51:16
180. Paula LePore 1:51:21*
181. Don White 1:51:21
182. Karen Gustafson 1:51:34*
183. Linda Bedard 1:51:47*
184. Charyl Clapp 1:52:17*
185. Frank Setter 1:52:32
186. Aaron Meorkam 1:52:39
187. Fred Merriam 1:52:59
188. Paul Claroni 1:54:17
189. Doris Plumer 1:59:38*
190. Stacey Jameson 1:55:08
191. Eileen Rubin 1:55:41*
192. Richard LePore 1:56:16
193. Paulette Sylvester 1:56:30*
194. Richard Ball 1:57:58
195. Don McRae, Jr. 1:57:59
196. Lori Artesani 1:58:37*
197. Lisa Varney 2:00:19*
198. Ann Hackett 2:00:19*
199. Ken Blaisdell 2:00:56
200. Ed Damon 2:02:06
201. Albert Benar 2:03:40
202. Nadine Bullion 2:03:41*
203. Liz Demetaus 2:06:39*
204. Marie Benar 2:07:13*
205. Bernard Turner 2:07:35
206. Joan Gordon 2:18:52
£07. Leslie Gordon 2:18:53
208. Marcia Feller 2:32:25
Results courtesy of Dennis Jenkins
Race Director
************ ******










Ann Blumer 20:09 
36-50
Fred Merriam 18:12 
Renee Collins 23:12 
50 and over
William Lawlor 21:03 
Ursula Blake 37:10 
EMMC Employee
Frank Bragg 18:55 
Theresa McGlauflin 22:49 
YMCA
Pat Turner 18:49 
Kate Farrington 21:37 
Oldest Finisher
Norman Carlisle 54:05 
Youngest Finisher
Kristen Barker 57:49
Results courtesy of Elaina Clark 
Sorry, only results available.
*******************
JAMES A. TAYLOR OSTEOPATHIC HOSPITAL
2 Mile: FUN FOR FITNESS RACE
Bangor Sep 18th
1. Alvin Smith 11:19
2. Brent Leighton 11:25
3. Pat Evans 12:03
4. Jack Brown (M) 13:01
5. Rick Spearing 13:03
6. Jon Dickhaut 13:16
7. Bill Lawlor (S) 13:32
8. Wayne Ingalls (M) 13:46
9. Mike Williamson 14:05
10. John Bragg 14:08
11. Seth True 14:30
12. Debra Goldsmith 14:55*
13. Bill Libby 15:07
14. Charleen Wiseman (M) 15:22*
15. Rusty Davis 15:47
16. Andy Brown 15:50
17. William Deering (S) 15:59
18. Gary Hunter 16:16
19. W. R. Dickhaut (S) 16:16
20. Leslie Mowatt 16:26
21. Joseph Caron 16:48
22. M. Myerowitz (S) 16:49
23. Kathy True 16:54*
24. Diane Caron 17:01
25. Shirley Rogers 17:31*
26. Allison Bragg 17:43*
27. Jane Bragg (M) 17:43*
28. Maureen Guerin 17:47*
29. Peter Curran 18:21
30. Java Imhoff 18:37
31. Joan Imhoff 18:38*
32. Norma Berg (M) 19:09*
33. Marilyn Segal (M) 19:44*
34. Larry Rogers 19:46
35. Ben Schonberger 20:03
36. Lisa Ladd 20:15*
37. Susan St. Clair 20:15*
38. Mike Dalton 20:32
39. Roy Corbin 20:55
40. Jana Brown 21:10*
41. Lisa Rogers 21:40*
42. Elham Khavari 22:18*
43. Mike Rolnick (M) 22:29
44. Howard Berg (S) 22:32
45. Katherine Franco 22:32*
Results courtesy of Pam Gow
Race Director
********************
KINGFIELD KIDS K (1 MILE)
Kingfield Sep 24th
1. Scott Noble 5:18
2. Jeff Moore 5:26
3. Patrick Kein 5:27
4. Jamie Moore 5:37
5. Paul Blair 5:41
6. David Morrison • 5:44
7. Tom Mo ioe 5:44
8. Lance White 5:45 •
9. Soren Siren 5 47 104. Gretchen Fastier 7:45* 199. Jeremy Cole 10:21
10. Joey Dudley 5 48 105. Michelle Comeau 7:45* 200. John Gilbert 10:25
11. John Morton, Jr. 5 48 106. Muffy Brown 7:49* 201. Brian Carey 10:29
12. Clark Froelich 5 50 107. Dana Allen 7:49 202. Kate Meldrum 10:36*
13. Robert Schultz, Jr. 5 52 108. Carrie Deraspe 7:50* 203. Kristy Werner 10:52*
14. Steve Niles 5 53 109. Colin Riley 7:50 204. Hilda Howe 10:53*
15. Lee Anderson 5 56 110. Jessica Hallowell 7:51* 205. Clara Howe 10:54*
16. Lenora Felker 5 58* 111. Ruthie Jacobs 7:52* 206. Bernadette Winter 10:57*
17. Paul Jenkins 6 03 112. Joshua Butler 7:53 207. Stacy Steele 10:59*
18. Clint Felker 6 04 113. Kara Patterson 7:55* 208. Varrett Silver 11:01
19. Josh Gagnon 6 05 114. Christina Sepe 7:56* 209. Allie Callens 11:03*
20. Joe Gregor 6 08 115. Marc Weymouth 7:56 210. Heather Thompson 11:10*
21. David Robinson 6 09 116. Deanna Wilber 7:57* 211. Anna Yates 11:11*
22. Braden Alley 6 09 117. Mark LaCasse 7:58 212. Matthew Walters 11:27
23. Roland Philbrick 6 11 118. Melanie Corson 7:58* 213. Allison Stone 11:28*
24. Torey Raul 6 11* 119. Matthew Engineri 8:00 214. Travis Gilmore 11:41
25. Carry Shea 6 13* 120. Brenna Brown 8:02* 215. Jennifer Jordan 11:42*
26. Mathew Cohen 6 13 121. Alison Atkins 8:03* 216. Jessica Jordan 11:43*
27. Jason Weale 6 16 122. Eric Smith 8:05 217. Justin Jordan 12:19
28. Sarah Berry 6 18* 123. Kim Comeau 8:10* 218. Megan O’Connor 12:20*
29. Lance Niemi 6 21 124. Daniel Berry 8:11 219. Jarrod Dumas 12:28
30. Amanda Hallowell 6 22* 125. Jennifer Atkins 8:12* 220. Brooke Carey 12:37*
31. Allison Towne 6 23* 126. Timothy Baird 8:13 221. Jeremy Lambert 12:41
32. Ben Yates 6 25 127. Timothy Simoneau 8:15 222. Jared Peatman 12:56
33. Ben Niles 6 26 128. Robert Masterman 8:17 223. Jason Libby 13:28
34. Aimee Ayotte 6 27* 129. Trisha Alley 8:20* 224. Cedric Simpson 14:13
35. Luke Rothschild 6 28 130. Daniel Pinkham 8:20 225. Jesse Morrill 15:17
36. Jason Sabaka 6 29 131. Josh Silver 8:21 226. Lyle Norton 15:17
37. Cory Lessard 6 29 132. Karen Anderson 8:22*
38. Susan Weirich 6 30* 133. Shawn Adams 8:23 * * *********** ********
39. Lionel Leedberg 6 33 134. Cecil French 8:27
40. Paige Lynn Christie 6 34* 135. Brian Schultz 8:33 KINGFIELD 10K
41. Eric Adams 6 35 136. Robert Nicholson 8:35 Kingfield Sep 24th
42. Brian Diller 6, 35 137. Megan Hart 8:36*
43. Todd Hutchinson 6 36 138. Wendy Werner 8:37*
44. Joshua Sweet 6 38 139. Mary Meldrum 8:42* 1. Andy Palmer 29:39:0
45. Paul Bushey 6 39 140. Cody Rau 8:44 2. Paul Hammond 30:16
46. Jeff Withrow 6 42 141. Jared Felker 8:45 3. Tim Donovan 30:18
47.- Chris Peters 6 43 142. Nathan Gilbert 8:46 4. James Newett 31:54
48. Jason Simpson 6 47 143. Anthony Shay 8:47 5. Kim Wettloffer 32:10
49. Rebecca Carey 6 49* 144. Jennifer Poulin 8:51* 6. Greg Parlin 32:14
50. Todd Shaw 6 49 145. Donnie Chase 8:52 7. Steve Carle 32:19
51. Bruce Goodwin 6 50 146. Scott Lambert 8:53 8. Peter Lessard 32:48
52. Katie Lynch 6 51* 147. Jaime O’Connor 8:54 9. Dick Balentine 32:53
53. John Audet 6 52 148. Justin Perry 8:55 10. Dan Barker 32:59
54. Shane Levasseua 6 53 149. Seth Carey 8:56 11. Bradford Brown 33:01
55. Ben Robinson 6 53 150. Jeffrey Ippolito 8:57 12. Jeff Sererve 33:10
56. Eileen Anderson 6 54* 151. Melissa Weymouth 9:00* 13. David Currier 33:21
57. Steve Maheux 6 54 152. Josh Howe 9:01 14. Greg Nelson 33:32
58. S. Lesperance 6 55 153. Ben Merrill 9:04 15. John Jurczynski 33:39
59. Suzanne Perry 6 55* 154. Chad Wheeler 9:07 16. Alton Stevens 33:46
60. Forest Carey 6 56 155. Susan Gilmore 9:11* 17. William Hine 33:53
61. Alex Siren 6 56 156. Amy Perry 9:11* 18. Roger Foster 33:59
62. John Nicholson 6 57 157. Corina Stinchfield 9:12* 19. Gino Valeriani 34:01
63. Chris Comeau 6 58 158. Nicholas Vitale 9:17 20. Jim Toulouse 34:04
64. Sarah Davis 6 58* 159. Caleb Simpson 9:17 21. Lonnie Moody 34:06
65. Tim Withrow 7 00 160. Kevin Eastler 9:20 22. Mark Stormzand 34:09
66. Jarrod Leblanc 7 00 161. Keven Morrill 9:20 • 23. Brian McCrea 34:15
67. Ann Stern 7 01* 162. Bob French 9:21 24. Harry Nelson 34:21
68. Micah Donahue 7 01 163. Rob Goodrich 9:21 25. Gary Cochrane (M) 34:28
69. Steven Hildreth 7 01 164. Becky Schultz 9:22* 26. Tim Rensema 34:31
70. Rob Shea 7 02 165. Saskie Callens 9:23 27. John Titus 34:38
71. Erin Force 7 03 166. Olivia Weale 9:26* 28. Alan Bain 34:47
72. Brett Chase 7 04 167. Jenny Gordon 9:27* 29. Steve Moser 34:47
73. Jonathan Cobb 7 05 168. Aaron Cuthbertson 9:28 30. Ralph Thomas 34:56
74. Eric Weymouth 7 08 169. Gretchen Cullenberg 9:28* 31. Rob Hunt 35:02
75. Matt Gauthier 7 11 170. Erik Hart 9:30 32. Thomas Prosser 35:18
76. Josh Bruno 7 12 171. Brett Johnson 9:31 33. Jeffrey Bengtsson 35:25
77. Kristi Cole 7 13* 172. Lori Cole 9:32* 34. Richard Smith 35:30
78. Duncan MacDonald 7 17 173. Rachel Roy 9:33* 35. Don Reimer 35:34
79. Brian Coombs 7 18 174. Becky Roy 9:33* 36. Doug Ludewig 35:38
80. Ryan Donahue 7 19 175. Rhonda Cullenberg 9:34* 37. John James 35:41
81. Joanna Dali 7 20* 176. Janel Ippolito 9:38 38. Georfrey Hill 35:43
82. Josh Lampert 7 21 177. Jessica Schniepp 9:41* 39. Joel Hinshaw 35:47
83. Julie Ames 7 22* 178. Aaron Venskus 9:41 40. Richard Davee 35:50
84. Loren Miemi 7 22* 179. Gabriel Bodkin-Rubino 9:42 41. Timothy Robinson 35:57
85. Allison Dali 7 23* 180. Mark LaCasse 9:43 42. Wayne Clark 36:01
86. Jamie Ippolito 7 24 181. Monique Chan 9:43* 43. Michael Halmo 36:09
87. Mike Deraspe 7 25 182. Sarah Yates 9:48* 44. Steve Harriman 36:16
88. 183. Michaele Davis 9:49* 45. Mike B-rd 36:21
89. Laura Robinson 7::27* 184. Jaclyn Ouillette 9:50* 46. John Fisher 36:24
90. Heath Sawyer 7::28 185. Machaon Stevens 9:51* 47. Russell Chretien 36:25
91. Scott Blake 7:: 28 186. Meaghan Stevens 9:54* 48. David Alley 36:32
92. Doreen Philbrick ' 7::29* 187. Stephanie Drake 9:54* 49. Jack Dennen 36:34
93. Nathan Towne 7:: 30 188. Heather Sawyer 9:55* 50. Jeff Byrne 36:50
94. Brian Patterson 7:: 33 189. Mindy Gorden 9:57* 51. James Kein 36:54
95. Jeannie Pernice 7::33* 190. Christy Simineau 9:59* 52. Bryant Bourgoin 36:57
96. Leah Yates 7::34* 191. Mary Maloney 10:03* 53. Ann Marie Davee 37:00*
97. Eric Chase 7::38 192. Katie Maloney 10:08* 54. Neil Cronkhite 37:02
98. Adam Fitzpatrick 7::40 193. Susan Maheux 10:09* 55. Susannah Beck 37:02*
99. Danielle Vanadestine 7::42* 194. Anissa Day 10:11* 56. Robert Cuthbertson 37:08
100. Raymond Poulin 7::43 195. Chris Walters 10:16 57. Chris Goodwin 37:09
101. Jenny Lempert 7::43* 196. Kylie Lesperance 10:18 58. Daniel O’Donnell 37:13
102. Heather Diller 7;:44* 197. Travis Drake 10:19 59. C. Bradford Jones 37:14
103. Mike Noble 7::45 198. Danielle Davis 10:20* 60. Ken Sylvester 37:15
61. Dean Rasmussen 37:16 155. Roy Armstrong 41:15 249. Win Robinson 45:01
62. Richard Traiser 37:20 156. Chris Hilton 41:21 250. Peggy Clark 45:10*
63. Bill Yates 37:23 157. Adrian Leggett 41:22* 251. Steven Greene 45:19
64. Bob Cohen 37:29 158. Steve Stedman 41:23 252. Roy Scribner 45:20
65. Norman Jackson, Jr. 37:32 159. Peter MacKintosh 41:27 253. Lucien Lessard 45:21
66. Mike Ridley 37:32 160. Bernie Peatman 41:31 254. Rob Schultz 45:22
67. David Baird 37:34 161. Marty Tabasky 41:32 255. Jerry Bates 45:30
68. Paul Boudreau 37:35 162. Scott Noble 41:33 256. David Sherry 45:31
69. Cecily Currier 37:43* 163. Jim Bishop 41:34 257. Bob Whitten 45:32
70. James Floyd 37:44 164. Paul Dali 41:35 258. Lew Champagne 45:35
71. Mike Simoneau 37:45 165. Sam Mitchell 41:36 259. Steven Burgess 45:37
72. David Freeman 37:53 166. Jeff Hart 41:36 260. John Dickhaut 45>38
73. Vaughn Holyoke 37:57 167. Bob Patterson 41:37 261. Jerri Bushey 45:39
74. Mark Chessman 37:58 168. Arthur Chapman, III 41:38 262. Leslie Morrill 45:39*
75. Bob Booker 37:59 169. Charles Weymouth 41:39 263. Teccia Engineri 45:41*
76. Dale Trafford 38:03 170. Doug Knobloch 41:40 264. William Cox 45:45
77. Dean Gillett 38:13 171. Darin Chism 41:41 265. John Ouillette 45:54
78. Bill Bennett 38:15 172. Waily Morgus 41:42 266. Bruce Wheeler 46:01
79. Bob Adams 38:15 173. Sam Merrill 41:42 267. Elliot Stern 46:08
80. Belinda Smith 38:26* 174. Johit Murchie 41:44 268. Peter Webber 46:09
81. Chad Gagnon 38:30 175. Jeff Gosselin 41:45 269. Larry Johnson 46:11
82. Linda Laruse 38:31* 176. Tom Morrill 41:45 270. Cliff Hannon 46:12
83. Eric Ellis 38:35 177. Jim Wright 41:48 271. Debbie Corcoran 46:14*
84. Peter Rushton 38:40 178. Kevin Shute 41:49 272. Patty Jacobs 46:14*
85. Mark Simpson 38:41 179. Paula Boggs 41:57* 273. Sandee Prescott 46:20*
86. Frank Woodard 38:43 180. Jeff Wax 42:04 274. Mary McGann-Baker 46:24*
87. Dan Daily 38:44 181. Martin Weiss 42:06 275. John Towne 46:28
88. Ken Thompson 38:47 182. Brenda LoPotro 42:10* 276. Dan Libby 46:30
89. Reggie Lesperance 38:51 183. Warren Newton 42:11 277. Carol Beedy 46:35*
90. David Bushey 38:53 184. Martin Traiser 42:19 278. Gerry Lemieux 46:37
91. R. T. English 38:54 185. Tom Currier 42:24 279. Tom Noonan 46:37
92. Alan Sabaka 38:55 186. James George 42:24 280. Fenwich Fower 46:39
93. Bruce Magoon 38:57 187. Sandy Fotter 42:25 281. Donna Pohlman 46:39*
94. Shaun Lander 39:01 188. Robert Kivlin 42:30 282. Ron Paquette 46:39
95. Russell Martin 39:03 189. James Moore, Jr. 42:31 283. Catherine Christy 46:41*
96. Rich Biker 39:06 190. Eric Johnson 42:32 284. Gerald Woff 46:42
97. Darrell Neily 39:09 191. Mike Beale 42:36 285. David Pierce 46:47
98. Terry Goodlad 39:14 192. Tom Carey 42:37 286. Virginia Griffiths 46:48*
99. Doug Adams 39:15 193. Blanchard Hupper 42:38 287. Robert Derrill 46:53
100. Mike Terrier 39:16 194. Bob Withrow 42:39 288. Robert Right, Jr. 46:55
101. Andrew Willis 39:18 195. Clifford Olson 42:39 289. Rob Boynton 46:56
102. Roger Putnam 39:19 196. Jack Paul 42:43 290. Sarah Roy 46:58*
103. David Comeau 39:22 197. Terry Henry 42:45 291. Gene Roy 46:59
104. Dan Dwyer 39:22 198. Philip O’Rourke 42:50 292. Christine Schempp 47:00*
105. Steve Swindells 39:24 199. Gary Bouchard 42:51 293. Robert Burgess 47:00
106. Martin Schiff 39:25 200. Tom Fortier 42:53 294. Daniel Force 47:03
107. Kathy Reinertsen 39:28* 201. Peter Connell 42:56 295. Sam Ouellet 47:04
108. Doug Ingram 39:29 202. John Hall 43:00 296. Stanley Pride 47:05
109. Fred Ward 39:30 203. Jim Gilbert 43:03 297. Poppy Thacher 47:06*
110. Chuck Munier 39:31 204. Daryl Gorey 43:05 298. Gale Schade 47:07*
111. Joanne Cole 39:31* 205. Sam Auerbach 43:06 299. Aurele Quellet 47:10
112. Barney Hallowell 39:34 206. David Vohar 43:09 300. Donald Boutin 47:13
113. David McQuilkin 39:37 207. Robert Nicholson 43:09 301. Connie Towne 47:15*
114. Chuck Adams 39:38 208. William Pullen 43:16 302. Mary Hom 47:15*
115. Bill Weale 39:38 209. David Greenleaf 43:17 303. Wayne Hamilton 47:18
116. Ken Shea 39:39 210. Bruce Turcotte 43:18 304. Malcom Glidden 47:29
117. Mike Cook 39:43 211. John Shaw 43:21 . 305. David Robinson 47:32
118. Greg Bisson 39:44 212. Jim Meldrum 43:27 306. James Kirkead 47:32
119. Bill Kasabuski 39:44 213. Robert Weirich 43:28 307. Gary Fitzpatrick 47:34
120. Peter Tozier 39:55 214. Laurie David 43:33* 308. Maggie Christie 47:35*
121. Bill LoPotro 39:59 215. Reginald Rancourt 43:36 309. Lon Walters 47:42
122. Alan Stevens 40:00 216. Diane Wood 43:37* 310. Matha Floyd 47:43*
123. Christie Baldwin 4.0:01 217. Charles Wilkins 43:39 311. Peter Rizzo 47:45
124. Mike Savage 40:03 218. Gerald Michaud 43:39 312. Paul Thompson 47:47
125. Carleton Small 40:06 219. Faye Gagnon 43:48* 313. Dawn Kramavage 48:04*
126. Steven Metz 40:09 220. Mim Nelson 43:51* 314. Margaret Neily 48:06*
127. Robert Howe 40:09 221. Natalie Buzzell 43:53* 315. John Kayford 48:07
128. Carroll Smith 40:15* 222. Steve Beale 44:02 316. Paul Page 48:13
129. Jay Kenney 40:17 223. Richard Weirich 44:05 317. Susan Eastler 48:20*
130. John Cole 40:18 224. Tim Clough 44:06 318. Deborah Engalls 48:21*
131. Rick Landry 40:20 225. Steve Lapoint 44:09 319. David Vitale 48:22
132. Peter Gagnon 40:21 226. John Malek 44:10 320. David Rasmussen 48:25
133. Alan Campbell 40:25 227. Rosaline Randolph 44:12* 321. Peter Minnehan 48:24
134. Jim Stinchfield 40:26 228. Bob Johnson 44:19 322. Paula Minnehan 48:26*
135. Jo Comeau 40:28* 229. Joseph Conrad 44:24 323. William Tossier 48:29
136. Raul Siren 40:31 230. Susan Roehrig 44:25* 324. Elizabeth White 48:30*
137. Ed Doughty, Jr. 40:35 231. Mary Keniston 44:26* 325. Paul Dionne 48:32
138. Peter Smith 40:36 232. Liz Hinkley 44:31* 326. Thomas Lever 48:35
139. David Daily 40:36 233. Mike Gilmore 44:35 327. Chester Ingalls 48:37
140. Kevin Pottle 40:37 234. Robert Morrison 44:37 328. Richard Sabol 48:39
141. Bill Green 40:38 235. Tom Kahl 44:39 329. Lisa Debrvyckere 48:39*
142. Don Back 40:40 236. David Krause 44:40 330. Andrew Ketterer 48:41
143. Ted Silver 40:43 237. Chris Dige 44:41 331. Laurin Gordon 48:44*
144. Mike O’Connor 40:46 238. Michael Hilton 44:41 332. Lisa Colon 48:45*
145. Kevin O'Connor 40:46 239. Jim Redding 44:42 333. Kathy Wade 48:46*
146. Dick MacDonald 40:49 240. Terry Jackson 44:42 334. Kathy Marquis 48:47*
147. Fred Beck 40:50 241. Robert Mason 44:43 335. Alison Nightongale 48:50*
148. Jay Reilly 40:51 242. Pal Rubin 44:49 336. Dennis LeBlanc 48:51
149. Wayne Flewelling 40:56 243. Louis Talaricl 44:51 337. Kathy Greenleaf 48:57*
150. John Peters 40:57 244. Pam Chaisholm 44:53* 338. Jerry St. Amond 48:58
151. John Pfleiderer 40:59 245. Jeffrey Williams 44:53 339. Linda Burgess 49:03*
152. John Norton 41:02 246. Wil Jackson 44:54 340. Constance Benskus 49:04*
153. Gordon Wood 41:07 247. Steven Greenlaw 44:56 341. Patrick Nee 49:11
154. Ken Casey 41:11 248. Mariam Leighton 44:58* 342. Dick Roberge 49:12
343. Karen Boucher 49:18*
344. Ron Lafratta 49:19
345. David Cappella 49:21
346. Carolyn Pike 49:29*
347. Pamela Cuthbertson 49:33*
348. Betsy Berry 49:34*
349. Robert Morgan 49:36
350. Patty Christie 49:40*
351. Chuck Hodge 49:40
352. Mark Sweeney 49:42
353. Jennifer Cohen 49:44*
354. Mary Cashman 49:47*
355. Harry Trask 49:56
356. Paulette Sylvester . 49:59*
357. Sean Welsh 50:12
358. Steve McDermott 50:22
359. Peter Keniston 50:24
360. Thomas Lahey 50:26
361. Eileen Rubin 50:33*
362. Laurie Newell 50:36*
363. John Rubino 50:44
364. Larry Barron 50:45
365. Laurie White 50:58*
366. Tina Hinckley 51:00*
367. Cathy Miles 51:01*
368. James Cunningham 51:04
369. Mary Ann Steinhacker 51:06*
370. Peggy Prouty 51:10*
371. Karen Lacasse 51:12*
372. Joy Weale 51:14*
373. Peter Browa 51:17
374. Paul Dumas 51:19
375. Cynthia Dumas 51:20*
376. Carine Anderson 51:21*
377. Kate McKillon 51:25*
378. Russ Mathers 51:29
379. Jeanne Shay 51:32*
380. Jim Garland 51:34
381. Brenda Stinchfield 51:34*
382. Walter Christie 51:40
383. Patricia Lowery 51:41*
384. Jim Lowery 51:53
385. Mary Jean Dwyer 51:55*
386. Marjorie Force 51:58*
387. Mary Jane Stafford 52:08*
388. Marcel Poulin 52:14
389. James Ippoloto 52:16
390. Maria Hennessey 52:20*
391. Jane Talbot 52:22*
392. Doris Lahey 52:25*
393. Sandra Peters 52:32*
394. Suzanne Fitzpatrick 52:41*
395. Kathy Dali 52:43*
396. Terry Brown 52:46*
397. Mary Fothergill 52:46*
398. George Entwhistle 52:55
399. Mike Payne 53:11
400. Kathy Poulin 53:16
401. George Riley 53:19
402. Joey Dudley 53:24
403. Robert Schultz 53:24
404. Shelly Bishop 53:27*
405. Harry Gigdinge 53:32
406. Bill Stone x 53:47
407. Donna Rowe 54:02*
408. Donna Trafford 54:03*
409. John Diggs 54:04
410. Irene Purcell 54:11*
411. Mickaeh Donohue 54:21*
412. John Olson 54:28
413. Saundy Cohen 54:50*
414. Deborah Orent 54:51*
415. Sandy Orent 55:00*
416. Leah Donohue 55:14*
417. Dana Wassis 55:18 ,
418. Dan Poreda 55:29
419. Patricia Murchie ' 55:48*
420. Walter Dickhaut 56:08
421. Kristin Brown 56:09*
422. John Ippolito 56:49
423. Kim Neimi 56:51*
424. Gene Peraice 56:56
425. Roland Yeaton 57:29
426. Joan Meldrum 57:34*
427. Donna Gilbert 57:44*
428. Susan Kolikowski 58:49*
429. Robert Christie 58:57
430. William Gordon 59:03
431. Laurie Hutt 59:03*
432. William Hutt 59:14
433. Laurie Duraspe 59:33*
434. Vivian Rubb 60:18*
435. Bob Shaw 60:39
436. Deborah Hart 61:09*
437. Susan Greenlaugh 61:10*
438. Francis Fowler 61:13*
439. Erick Giddinge 61:14
440. Erick Cullenberg 62:55
441. Ron Cullenberg 63:00
442. Erick Colon 63:33
443. Paul Reed 74:56
444. Tracy Yeaten 85:11*
SUGARLOAF UPHILL CLIMB 
Kingfield Sep 25th
1. Paul Hammond 28:55
2. Greg Nelson 30:05
3. David Currier 30:24
4. Wendell Blood 30:50
5. Ron Newbury 31:37
6. Gene Roy 32:00
7. Steve Mosher 32:03
8. Joel Hinshaw 32:06
9. Chris Bean 32:40
10. Chase Pray 32:50
11. Marty Casey 33:40
12. Jeff Stevenson 33:50
13. Jeff Meserve 34:07
14. Tom Prosser 34:18
15. Mark Simpson 34:31
16. Jeff Clement 34:57
17. Dick Balentine 35:11
18. Robert Cuthbertson 35:24
19. Richard Traiser 35:28
20. Vince Zilello 35:33
21. Geoff Hill 35:43
22. Jeff Byrne 35:44
23. Dean Gillett 35:55
24. Bill Yates 35:58
25. Mike Lantz 36:06
26. Dean Rasmussen 36:11
27. Delinda Smith 36:27*
28. Frederick Ward Jr. 36:50
29. Tom Swan 37:00
30. Joe Lynch 37:04
31. Mike Swift 37:13
32. Jack Lynch 37:21
33. John Titus, Jr. 37:23
34. Rich Riker 37:28
35. Daniel Odonnel! 37:34
36. Darrell Nelly 37:42
37. Tom Morrill 37:52
38. Tom Murray 38:31
39. Ron Paquette 38:32
40. Gordon Wood 38:52
41. Terry Goodlad 39:00
42. Jeff Moore 39:14
43. Robert Wight 39:18
44. Mike Savage 39:19
45. David Desrosiers 39:20
46. Mike Cook 39:28
47. Tim Clough 39:34
48. Chuck Adams 39:39
49. Mike Montagna 39:40
50. Bill Weale 39:41
51. Liz Hinckley 39:44*
52. Sandy Orent 39:48*
53. Peter Webber 39:54
54. Peter Minnehan 40:07
55. James Moore, Jr. 40:18
56. David' Minnehan 40:29
57. Paul Dali 40:32
58. Joanne Cole 40:47*
59. James Kein 40:49
60. Leslie Morrill 40:57*
61. Jim George 41:04
62. Ted Wallace 41:20
63. Jay Reilly 41:27
64. Martin Traiser 41:38
65. Russell Legare 41:43
66. Dale Trafford 4L:46
67. John Cole 41:51
68. Carroll Smith 41:52*
69. Alice Goodwin 42:00*
70. Tom Currier ' 42:04
71. Kirk Nieoner 42:05
72. Patty Jacobs 42:42*
73. Terry Eldridge 42:56
74. Joseph Conrad 43:11
75. Jim Meldrum 43:25
76. Pam Chilholm 43:29*
77. Steve Green 43:42
78. Mike Gilmore 43:42
79. Ed Doughty, Jr. 43:53
80. Steve Lyle 43:55
81. Manny Morais 43:55
82. Philip O’Rourke 44:05
83. Marcel Poulin 44:18
84. Lou Champagne 44:21
85. Gregory Hart 44:27
86. Bob Schultz 44:36
87. David Grant 44:58
88. Jeff Hutchinson 45:14
89. Robert Morrison 45:26
90. Pete Connell 45:33
91. Scott Daggett 45:58
92. Patrick Kein 45:58
93. Ray Armstrong 46:05
94. Bob Johnson 46:41
95. Mike Withers 46:50
96. Jim Lowery 46:57
97. Win Robinson 46:57
98. David Robinson 47:20
99. Mary Horan 47:24*
100. Ben Robinson 47:48
101. Breken Diller 47:52*
102. Jill Pingree 48:10*
103. James Bowse 48:13
104. Ted Silver 48:22
105. Malcolm Glidden 48:44
106. Aurele Ouellet 49:00
107. Steve Burgess 49:12
108. Patrick Dee 49:17
109. Keith Shields 49:33
110. Rebecca Carey 49:33*
111. Trudy Sullivan 49:41*
112. Katy Lunch 49:49*
113. Barry Allen 50:04
114. Allison Dali 50:38*
115. Steve McDermott 50:39
116. Margaret Neily 50:41*
117. Forest Carey 50:50
118. Jamie Corriveau 50:57
119. Tim Bray 51:02
120. Robert Schultz, Jr. 51:06
121. James Kinkead 51:08
122. Todd Hutchinson 51:31
123. Susan Andrews 52:01*
124. Becky Kinkead • 52:27*
125. Alison Nightingale 52:47*
126. Nancy Carey 53:13*
127. Brian Schultz 54:00
128. Dana Wallace 55:42
129. Kristen Brown 56:44*
130. Lisa Colon 56:44*
131. Paula Reed 56:58*
132. Dan Poreda 57:45
133. Ralph Millett 58:24
134. Erin Hall 60:04
135. Patricia Lowery 61:16*
136. Steve‘Hildreth 61:48
137. Sharon Murphy 62:22*
138. Janet Wagner 67:29*
139. Joni Ward 68:48*
140. Aimee Ayotte 71:44*
141. Laura Robinson 71:44*
142. Heather Diller 71:48*
143. Sam Ouellette 86:34
144. Robin Sue Casey 86:34*
145. Phyllis Goodlad 86:34*
146. Paul Harris 86:34
Results courtesy of Chip and Nancy
Carey - Race :Directors
************ *******
WADDLE-FOURNIER MEMORIAL 10 MILE
Topsham Sep 18th
1. Dan Barker 55:46
2. Doug Craib 57:08
3. William Sullivan 58:02
4. David Roberts 58:13
5. Gary Cochrane (M) 58:13
6. Andrew Rosen 59:25
7. Mark Wanner 59:52
8. Gary Webber 60:54
9. Don Harden 61:04
10. Bill Haney 61:20
11. Rob Jarrett 61:33
12. Terry Dostie 61:43
13. Jack Denner 62:16
14. Mystery Man 62:30
15. Judson Esty-Kendell 62:36
16. A1 Sproul 62:42
17. Eric Ellis 63-,08
18. Bill Swoboda 63:16
19. Paul Cote 64:19 27, Robert Long 20:18 121,. Linda Albee 52:51*
20. Don Best 64:28 28. Paul Berg 20:25 122., Julie Leighton 52:52*
21. Dick Sabine 64:31 29. Dave Smith 20:27 123.■ Laurie Hayward 52:54*
22. Fred Ward 65:13 30. Courtney Hammond 20:28 124., Esther Lyford 52:54*
23. Art Warren 65:24 31. Steve Ziegler 20:29 125., Julia Joy 54:16*
24. Bob Peacock 65:25 32. Chris Jans 20:29 126., Chris Goodridge 58:35*
25. Richard Wells 65:53 33. John Romano 20:33
26. Diane Fournier 66:43* 34. Sam Auerbach 20:47 Results courtesy of Heather’s Dad
27. Joseph Meehan 66:54 35. Les Gardner 20:48 Phil Stuart
28. David Toothaker 67:05 36. Dave Dowley 20:51
29. Phil Hudson, Sr. 67:13 37. Noel Francis 20:54 * * ********** ******
30. Jonathan Brawn 67:16 38. Terry Rowden 20:55
31. Gladys Dewick 67:21* 39. Joe Fellows 21:10 USM INVITATIONAL X-C RACE
32. Carlton Mendell 67:27 40. Darrin Hammond 21:15 Gorham 5.2 Hilly Miles Oct 1st
33. Brian Towne 68:34 41. Braden Alley 21:18
34. John Schwidel 68:38 42. Tim Alden 21:29
35. Roger Putnam 68:39 43. Nancy Tibbetts 21:31* 1. Stu Hogan SJ 28:45*
36. Terry Eldridge 69:11 44. Paul Vane 21:59 Henri Bouchard SJ 28:45
37. Don Bruce 69:22 45. LeRoy Tucker 22:01 3. Jeff Crocker SJ 28:55
38. Don White 69:28 46. Wayne Smith 20:02 4. Grant USM 29:03
39. John Howe 70:33 47. Doug Wood 22:16 5. Brian Flanders SJ 29:23
40. Carroll Smith 70:44 48. Leo Look 22:20 6. Fergus Kenny SJ 29:26
41. Bruce King 70:52 49. Douglas Sprague 22:21 7. Swanson USM 29:40
42. Bill Higbee 70:54 50. Duke Leighton 22:23 8. Blood USM 30:19
43. Orlando Delogu 71:01 51. Bobby Rier 22:52 9. Kehoe USM 30:34
44. Ron Labbe 71:16 52. Don Beal 22:55 10. Colley SJ 30:35
45. John Gale 71:52 53. Theodore Tibbetts 22:57 11. Dube USM 30:39
46. Charlie Gordon 71:57 54. Jeff Clark 23:00 12. Leavitt SS 30:40
47. David Bright 72:35 55. Marc Soto 23:01 13. Maguire SJ 30:53
48. Kenneth Rosen 72:52 56. Kristan Porter 23:16* 14. Peters SS 30:58
49. Warren Wilson 73:33 57. Xorgo Toles 23:40 15. Lesmard MMA 31:01
50. Bob Waddle 73:43 58. Patty Bassett 24:04* 16. White SJ 31:19
51. Bob Cushman 75:02 59. Kevin Alley 24:24 17. Wramosky MMA 31:29
52. Jeffrey Wentworth 75:08 60. Anthony Romano 24:32 18. Desghssiles MMA 32:04
53. Bill Fox 75:20 61. Chris Soto 24:40 19. Feering SJ 32:08
54. Jane Waddle 75:38* 62. Mary Jane Ackley 24:42* 20. McHugh SS 32:08
55. Matt Waddle 75:39 63. Stephen Apsega 24:49 21. Averill MMA 32:09
56. Carlene Sproul .76:08* 64. Marie Burke 24:53* 22. Peters MMA 32:32
57. Albert Bergeron 76:12 65. Liz Demetrius 25:08* 23. Westphal USM 32:40
58. Dick Dudley 76:31 66. Mike Christianson 25:09 24. Jones USM[ 32:58
59. Brian Perkins 77:19 67. Pam Frost 25:14* 25. Perkins MMA 33:36
60. John Ouellette 77:32 68. Carl Aselton 25:24 26. Knieht SMVTI 34:13
61. Robert Morrison 77:51 69. Timmy Armstrong 25:33 27. Fournier MMA 35:11
62. Sue Blood 78:33* 70. Dyann Putnam 26:09* 28. Monzione SS 35:38
63. Ima Pluggin (WHAT?!?!) 78:36* 71. Ann McCann 26:12* 29. Long MMA 35:53
64. Leo Richardson 79:15 72. Bill Layman 26:16 30. Kiely SMVTI -36:00
65. Mark Pletts 79:15 73. Dawn Lamoureux 26:36* 31. Albert SMVTI 38:09
66. Heather Higbee 79:28* 74. Veronica Simmonds 26:52* 32. Watts SMVTI 41:57
67. Martin Desmarais 79:36 75. Steve Snurkowski 26:58
68. Evelyn King 80:41* 76. Arnie Smith 27:21 TEAMS: St. Joseph’s 17. USM 39,
69. Steven Dewick 80:42 77. David Delaware 27:24 MMA 87. Salem State 103. SMVTI 148
70. Carol Wells 81:07* ' 78. Carney Snurkowski 27:36
71. Katherin Christie 81:13* 79, Wade Carter 27:45 St. Joe s is now 13-1 this fall, 55-1
72. Linda McNett 82:38* 80. Chris Huntley 27:51 over the past three years.
73. Ibena Traynen (Who?!?!) 83:15* 81. Jim Dearman 28:02
74. Jerry Saint Amand 87:43 82. Teddi Casey 28:05 Results courtesy of Ziggy Gillespie
75. George Riley 95:38 83. Don Wood 28:26 St. Joes Coach
76. Brenda Cushman 95:57* 84. Carleton Love 28:26
85. Chris Collinson 28:42
* * ********** ******
Results courtesy of Jane Waddle 86. Dave Clifford 29:12
87. Sarah Wright 29:13* 1983 UMPI HOMECOMING ROAD RACE
* * ************* * * * 88. David Pobuda 30:42 Presque Isle 5K?
89. Denise Lyons 30:54*
SMITTY’S GYM 5K RUN FOR CYSTIC 90. Susan Bouten 31:12*
FIBROSIS 91. Frances Smith 31:19* 1. Joe McGuire 15:42
Machias Oct 1st 92. Paula Maker 31:28* 2. Scott Hutchinson 16:27
93. Nancy Alley 31:59* 3. Rusty Taylor 17:02
94. Sandra Wakefield 32:03* 4. Matt Scott 17:26
1. Rick Lamoureux 17:00 95. Suzanne Berg 32:06* 5. Jeff Anderson 17:29
2. Malcolm Noyes 17:15 96. Mary Scanlon 32:36* 6. Rick Lyons 17:44
3. Carlton Small 17:20 97. Sara Ippolito 32:40* 7. Chris McDonald 18:01
4. Deke Talbot 17:21 98. Genie Hall 33:02* 8. Larry Whipkey 18:02
5. Bobby Newell 17:27 99. Denise Dakin 33:12* 9. Rod Pelletier 18:09
6. David Alley 17:38 100. Arthur Goodridge 34:46 10. Dan Audibert 18:12
7. Bion McFadden 17:48 101. Nancy Davis 36:07* 11. David Rand 18:18
8. Mike Francis 17:56 • 102. Laura Barrows 38:58* 12. Trever Schriver 18:23
9. Craig Maker 17:58 103. Eleanor Goodridge 39:05* 13. Mike Plourde 18:24
10. James Ohmeis 18:04 104. Billy May 42:56 14. James Curran 18:35
11.. Mike Worcester 18:06 105. Vicki Reynolds 42:57* 15. Jim Nesbitt, III 18:36
12. Tony McKim 18:21 ‘ 106. Linda Varney 43:31* 16. Clark Brewer 18:50
13. Joe Ippolito 18:32 107. Jane Hooper 43:41* 17. Tom Novak 18:52
14. Bill Pinkham 18:38 108. Gay Miller 44:24* 18.. Andy Lenehan 19:01
15. David McCarthy 18:40. 109. Cheryl Stuart 45:47* 19. Clayton Grindle 19:03
16. Kevin Caldwell 19:04 110. Jeanette Stuart • 46:14* 20. John May 19:05
17. Barry Frost 19:29 111. Frances Grover 46:15 21. Bob Duprey 19:06
18. Ron Wietzke 19:32 112. Gloria Merrill 46:59* 22. Tim Crowley 19:17
19. Shawn Hatt 19:39 113. Lee Hoar 47:00* 23. Peter Cuff 19:26
20. Frank Lank 19:46 114. Melinda Smith 48:30* 24. Chris Smith 19:33
21. Chris Hastings 19:51 115. Sue Leighton 50:02* 25. Larry Mangus 19:40
22. Kevin Pottle 19:53 116. Pauline Wood 51:21* 26. Andrew White 19:46
23. Wayne Wright 20:00 117. Ardelle Crommett 51:25* 27. Rick Johnson 19:51
24. Dana Urquhart 20:11 118. Madeline Armstrong 52:31* 28. Skip Day 19:57
25, Scott Lund 20:13 119. Judy Dakin 52:32* 29. Andrew Pelletier 20:01
26. Tim Brooks 20:17 120. Roberta Leavitt 52:36* 30. Phil Dickinson 20:06
31. Mark Stadler 20:23 THE GREAT AMERICAN DREAM 91. Brian Hall 28:30
32. James Wright 20:30 Old Orchard Beach 4 Mile Oct 2nd 92. John Lavin 28:31
33. Mike Young 20:32 93. Lee Labonte 28:39
34. Kim May 21:02 94. Philip Bartlett 28:40
35. Robert Knox 21:08 1. George Towle 20:46 95. Andy Laverriere 28:42
36. Kirk Moran 21:13 2. Ken Botting 20:50 96. Don Croteau 28:46
37. Bill Cannan 21:15 3. Jerry Crommett 20:53 97. Lori Sargent 28:59*
38. Andrew Donovan 21:19 4. Marty Casey 21:41 98. Denise .Bouchard 29:00*
39. Fulton Oakes III 21:24 5. Floyd Wilson 21:48 99. Tom Conley 29:03
40. Johnna Fleming 21:26 6. Bob Hunt 22:03 100. Ray Arsenault 29:05
41. Shawn McGuire 21:29 7. Roland Moulin 22:30 101. John Kendall 29:12
42. Andrea Lake 21:54* 8. John Fischer 22:32 102. Steven Swan 29:14
43. Connie McLellan-Cuff 21:57* 9. Dave Smith 22:33 103. Ralph Baldwin 29:20
44. Sue Martin 21:59* 10. Mike Gendron 22:38 104. Linda Maloy 29:20*
45. Trever McGuire 22:01 11. Allen Cox, Jr. 22:40 105. Brian Collins 29:27
46. Nadeen Plourde 22:07* 12. Bob Hartley 22:41 106. Ron Lageux 29:40
47. Dana Greenlaw 22:08 13. John Long 22:42 107. Lynn Lacombe 29:41
48. Jeff Keeton 22:09 14. Arnold Amoroso 22:45 108. Sharon Dulude 29:45*
49. Edward Ryan 22:09 15. Kevin Jenkins 22:55 109. James Trueworthy 29:47
50. Jamie Stephens 22:22 16. Wayne Clark 23:08 110. Buzzy Ross 29:52
51. Art Thompson 22:39 17. Peter Flaherty 23:11 111. Philip Pierce 30:00
52. Odette Pelletier 22:43* 18. Chris Cash 23:12 112. Stoddard Chaplin 30:11
53. Dave Grant 22:54 19. Brian Corcoran 23:14 113. Patrick Flaherty 30:14
54. Chris Hawkins 22:55 20. Peter Bastow 23:16 114. Donald Penta 30:15
55. Ginette McGuire 22:58* 21. Larry Kinner 23:22 115. Laurie Leavis 30:27*
56. Craig Clark 23:02 22. Jim Strickland 23:23 116. Tim Sargent 30:31
57. Dan Theriault 23:11 23. Larry Frank 23:51 117. Joan Lavin 30:35*
58. Ann Theriault 23:11* 24. Ken Thompson 23:51 118. Richard Nelson 30:35
59. Dan Sprague 23:16 25. Guy Martin 23:56 119. Nicol Tifft 30:40
60. Royal Goheen 23:24 26. Edward Penniman 24:06 120. Jack C. Cohoun 30:46
61. Eddie St. John 23:27 27. Andrew Willis 24:27 121. Joe Foley 30:47
62. William Davidshofer 23:51 28. Terrance Farrell 24:35 122. Angela Read 30:52*
63. Dalles Henderson 23:55 29. Byron Cook 24:44 123. Rick Rolando 30:55
64. Stacy Weeks 24:02 30. Ed Doughty, Jr. 24:55 124. Bob Brochu 31:02
65. Ricky Graves 24:12 31. George Wells 24:56 125. Joe Guckert 31:03
66. Michael Foley 24:18 32. John Lunt 24:58 126. Elmer Brown 31:06
67. Mike Mangus 24:24 33. Dana Weste 24:59 127. Bob Pettinicco 31:08
68. Michelle Schriver 24:25* 34. Michael Flaherty 25:02 128. Bob Perkins 31:09
69. Joanne Ritcey 24:27* 35. David Dowling 25:06 129. Jerry Harkavy 31:13
70. Martha Palmer 25:14* 36. Barry Sargent 25:09 130. Elizabeth Penna 31:17*
71. Ryan Buckley 25:18 37. Richard Carlson 25:11 131. Margaret Soule 31:19*
72. Tom Lowell 25:22 38. Carlton Mendell 25:15 132. Ann Garrepy 31:21*
73. Janie Michaud 25:25* 39. Arthur Cunningham 25:17 133. Jack White 31:25
74. Kimberley Smith 25:28* 40. Norman Lafortune 25:23 134. Jayne Flaherty 31:30*
75. Lori Stevens 25:52* 41. Kathy Reinertsen 25:28* 135. Dennis Munroe • 31:35
76. Lorie J. Piper 26:05* 42. Bob Peacock 25:29 136. Carlene Anderson 31:36*
77. Lester Hersey 26:15 43. Raymond Belanger 25:45 137. Tom Norton 31:47
78. Nancy Randall 26:17* 44. Roger Borduas 25:49 138. Ernest Moreau 31:56
79. Sue Beaudet 26:25* 45. Henry Wolstat 25:51 139. Diana Champeon 32:04*
80. Doug Martin 26:26 46. Dick Nelson 25:54 140. Dee Nicely 32:17*
81. Ron McArdle 26:35 47. John Murchie 26:03 141. Denise Lissett 32:28*
82. Michelle Kopteros 26:48* 48. Michael Hayden 26:05 142. Robert Begin 33:19
83. Wm. Clark Ketcham 26:50 49. Gil Cote 26:06 143. James Fluet 33:33
84. Ellen Baum 27:00* 50. Ken Casey 26:09 144. Robert Tracy 33:58
85. Becky Baltzer 27:06* 51. Gordon Chamberlain 26:15 145. Debby Charles 34:06*
86. Sharon Pratt 27:06* 52. Garrett Clough 26:16 146. Patricia Murchie 34:10*
87. Pam Gee 27:28* 53. Richard Jewell 26:21 147. Kathy Harden 34:13*
88. Jim Lausier 27:29 54. Kermit Lipez 26:25 148. Clifton Moody 34:16
89. Cari MacDonald 27:42* 55. Richard Ward 26:26 149. Valinda Botting 34:30*
90. Denise Harmon 27:44* 56. Andrew Haslam 26:27 150. Liz Dunkerley 34:36*
91. Jeryl Atkinson 27:53 57. Mark Roller 26:27 151. Maryann Ingraham 34:40*
92. Wendy Stork 28:09* 58. Arthur Brigades 26:29 152. Ann Marie Chandler 34:53*
93. Robert Bixler 28:10 59. Dick Campbell 26:30 153. Victoria L. Elias 35:09*
94. Janice Charette 28:.29* 60. Ken O’Quinn 26:38 154. Diane McCarthy 35:27*
95. Joan Krass 29:01* 61. Joe Valecko 26:45 155. Lucille Moreau 35:52*
96. Milton Bailey 29:38 62. Don Berthiaume 26:46 156. Joe Eragitano 35:54
97. Bruce McNally 30:46 63. Dan Roberge 26:48 157. Frank Long 35:59
98. Mary Puckett 31:00* 64. David Riggs 26:58 158. Don Dougherty 36:02
99. Ray McKelvy 31:04 65. Steve Cobb 27:01 159. Gael Libby 36:13*
100. Kathleen Conrad 31:25* 66. Larry Thomas 27:04 160. Carol Guckert 36:13*
101. Bryan Cyr 31:45 67. Charles Moody 27:05 161. Deborah Marshall 36:20*
102. Maggie Nesbitt 31:59* 68. Gino Giglio 27:06 162. Robert Cloat 36:55
103. Sarah Griffiths 32:09* 69. Edward Barry, Jr. 27:06 163. Pamela Dickey 37:13*
104. Angela Everly 32:26* 70. Melanee Osier 27:08* 164. Alain Vincent 37:28*-
105. Gini Tripp 32:49* 71. Dan Fagnant 27:15 165. Melissa Curtis 37:30*
106. Dan Tripp 32:49 72. Denise Harlow 27:17* 166. Jill Litchfield 37:36*
107. Bob Scott 33:03 73. Larry Crooker 27:24 167. Arthur Nobert 38:05
108. Beverly McLean 35:08* 74. Lee Anderson 27:29 168. Cindy Moreau 38:29*
109. Beverly Bixler 36:05* 75. Richard Caissie 27:36 169. Carole Baldwin 39:20*
110. Marlih Conrad 36:08 76. Chris Sargent 27:40 170. Kathy Armstrong 39:27*
111. 77. Ron Ouellette . 27:41 171. Maxine Pouravelis 39:36*
112. Christina Holcomb 36:43* 78. Tom Gadbois 27:42 172. Joyce Knight 40:09*
113. Glenda Bossie 36:44* .79. Emily Wilson 27:45* 173. Maurice Huot . 41:45
114. Mike DeRespino 36:54 80. Dr. Don Wilson 27:46 174. Rita Furbish 42:29*
115. Herbie LeVasseur 37:01 81. David Shaw 27:56 175. Bobbi Goodman 49:42*
116. Doreen Campbell 38:14* 82. Andy Leblond 27:58 176. Marjorie Crockett 59:00*
117. Elizabeth Steen 38:55* 83. Butch Labrecque 28:04 177. Marietta Jaques 59:05*
118. Dale Allen 41:33 84. John Ouillette 28:04 178. Roger Furbish 59:42
119. Jill Allen 41:33* 85. Allyson Jones 28:06*
120. Lisa Paul 43:26* 86. Jennifer Wilson 28:13* Results courtesy of Dick Roberge
121. Dr. Charles Serritella 44:42 87. Ralph Baxter 28:23 Race Director
122. John Boyle 49:55 88. Chris Grant 28:23
123. Dorothy Smith 55:07* 89. A1 Brunelle 28:27 ***************** * * *
124. Marjorie Sewell 90. Jeff Greenfield 28:29


























61. Greg Meyer 28:49.
2. Bruce Bickford 28:57. 7 96. William Weidner 37:08 190. Gregory Bisson 39:59
3. Andy Palmer 29:06. 1 97. Erik Mattson 37:13 191. Tim Gaier 39:59
4. Dean Kimball 29:28 98. Bob Predham 37:14 192. Cliff Rosen 40:00
5. Hank Pfeifle 29:34 99. Yvon Levesque 37:16 193. Alvin Smith 40:00
6. Mark Kimball 29:38 100., Mike Doore 37:16 194. Martin Schiff 40:05
7. Guy Stearns 29:41 101., Anne Marie Davee 37:18* 195. James Tucker 40:07
8. Wally Collins 29:49 102.. Chris McDonald 37:20 196. Greg Lamb 40:07
9. Buddy Bostock 29:52 103. Jorge Lewis-Leon 37:20 197. Frank Bragg 40:09
10. Tim Murphy . 29:57 104. Gregory O'Donnell 37:23 198. Jerry Burleigh 40:09
11. Tim Donovan 30:07 105. Larry Kimball 37:26 199. Neal Billetdeaux 40:10
12. Larry Bartlow 30:11 106. Douglas Swallow 37:27 200. Christie Baldwin 40:11*
13. Gerry Clapper 30:12 107. Mike Lantz 37:28 201. Kevin Pottle 40:12
14. Robert Day 30:12 108. George Hubbard 37:33 202. Bill LoPotro 40:12
15. Sammy Pelletier 30:13 109. Scott Strout 37:34 203. Steve Swindells 40:13
16. Paul Hammond 30:25 110. Richard Sayles 37:36 204. Don Williams 40:14
17. Nick Brawn 30:27 111. Edward Harrow 37:37 205. John Schwerdel 40:20
18. Dominic Golding 30:33 112. Terry Damon 37:41 206. Ann Blumer 40:20*
19. Mike Lavalley 30:45 113. Robert Massuco 37:43 207. Bill Green 40:20
20. Tom Radcliffe 31:02 114. Michael Samers 37:45 208. John Fleiderer 40:27
21. Paul Bealieu 31:09 115. Stephen Kriches 37:47 209. Rey Dubois 40:31
22. Tony Bates 31:12 116. William Kasabuski 37:48 210. Dennis Rudnicki’ 40:31
23. Chris Bovie 31:32 117. Brent Leighton 37:52 211. Don Doherty 40:32
24. Tim Curtin 31:48 118. Eric Ellis 37:53 212. Steve Coleman 40:32
25. James Nevett 31:56 119. George Gallant 37:56 213. Peter Cuff 40:34
26. Steve Carle 32:02 120. Clifford Olson 38:00 214. C. Douglas Johnstone 40:35
27. Ralph Fletcher, Jr. 32:28 121. Andy Luro 38:07 215. Paul Dali 40:37
28. Tony Post 32:41 122. Bruce Theriault 38:09 216. Tom Kirby 40:37
29. Dick Balentine 32:41 123. Steve Palley 38:10 217. Don Back 40:38
30. Marlin Conrad 32:52 124. Jim Grady 38:14 218. Carroll Smith 40:39
31. Dick Fournier 32:53 125. Peter Carr 38:14 219. Brook Merrow 40:42*
32. John Luther 32:54 126. Michael Thompson 38:15 220. Tom Dorworth 40:47
33. Ike Carpenter 33:01 127. Peter Rushton 38:16 221. Mike Reali 40:48
34. Alan Bain 33:06 128. James Herlihy 38:17 222. Gil Roderick 40:50
35. Jonathan Williams 33:09 129. Doug Cowan 38:17 223. Ray Blaisdell, Jr. 40:53
36. Gino Valeriani 33:13 130. Patrick Turner 38:18 224. Paul Connor 40:54
37. Jeffrey Keeton 33:18 131. Cornelius Russell 38:20 225. Doug Flewelling 41:02
38. Seamus O'Sullivan 33:21 132. Bruce Twombly 38:21 226. Maureen O'Connor 41:02*
39. Dan Vogt 33:24 133. Greg Hildreth 38:24 227. Tim Crowley 41:04
40. Doug Ingersoll 33:31 134. David Bushey 38:25 228. Gary Smith 41:05
41. ... Peter Lessard 33:38 135. George Hall 38:26 229. Jack Cashman 41:07
42. Mark Chasse 33:44 136. Bob Cohen 38:28 230. Don Richardson 41:07
43. Rick Lane 33:45 137. Jeff Turner 38:32 231. Nancy Ellis 41:10*
44. Greg Nelson 33:47 138. Mark Baudenistel 38:32 232. Willie Storms 41:11
45. Tim Marquis 33:52 139. Andy Bourke 38:33 233. Larry Mangus 41:11
46. Fred Judkins 33:54 140. Joe Regali 38:34 234. Rick Strout 41:13
47. Gary Cochrane (M) 34:05 141. James Nesbitt 38:39 235. Brad Teel 41:14
48. Alton Stevens 34:06 142. Mike Plourde 38:40 236. Rob Crawford 41:22
49. Mike Leighton 34:12 143. Kevin Wells 38:42 237. Larry Ludwig 41:22
50. David Mangus 34:20 144. Bill Pinkham 38:43 238. Ervin MacDonald 41:23
51. Rusty Taylor 34:22 145. Jeremy Bate 38:44 239. Alan Nye 41:27
52. Richard McFaul 34:23 146. Jim Floyd 38:46 240. Bob Wight 41:28
53. Brad Brown 34:24 147. Mike Hayes 38:49 241. Peter Hamm 41:29
54. Matthew Scott 34:28 148. Fred Merriam 38:50 242. Guvenc Alpander 41:37
55. Brian McCrea 34:28 149. Steven Roberts 38:52 243. Bob Rheault 41:38
56. Jim Toulouse 34:29 150. Harold Henerson 38:53 244. Steve Strout 41:47
57. Bob Strout 34:32 151. James Burr 38:53 245. Randy Johnson 41:51
58. Terry Priest 34:34 152. Timothy Reid 38:59 246. Carl Bowen 41:52
59. Karen Dunn 34:36* 153. Cynthia Lynch 39:00* 247. Arthur Kotredes 41:52
60. David Wallace 35:06 154. Larry Taylor 39:04 248. Doug Knobloch 41:53
61. Steven Gross 35:08 155. Ben Venskus 39:05 249. David Wisson 41:53
62. Tim Rensema 35:11 156. Chuck Munier 39:08 250. Cliff Olson 41:55
63. Wesley Douglass 35:16 157. Walt Luro 39:10 251. Jim Bishop 41:56
64. Bob Coughlin (M) 33:18 158. Wilson Magee 39:14 252. Robert Littlefield 42:00
65. Steven Peterson 35:24 159. Tom Dugan 39:17 253. Ron Michaud 42:05
66. Mike Mendonca 35:46 160. Richard Lindsay 39:18 254. Mike Clapper 42:05
67. Bill Ledrew 35:48 161. Tom Hampton 39:19 255. Sam Auerbach 42:05
68. Paul Comeau 35:55 162. Terence Goodlad 39:19 256. Jennifer Paone-Vogt 42:06
69. Joel Hinshaw 35:56 163. Larry Rich 39:24 257. Craig Ervin 42:08
70. Mike Bard 35:59 164. Roger Plourde, Jr. 39:27 258. Gary Bouchard 42:12
71. Timothy Robinson 36:05 165. Steve Perkins 39:28 259. Tony Gagnon 42:12
72. Richard Wells 36:10 166. Forrest Sprague 39:29 260. Ronald Dupuis 42:12
73. Ed Takacs 36:11 167. Terry Towne 39:30 261. Carol McElwee 42:15*
74. David Alley 36:14 168. Joe Lynch 39:31 262. Bill Comeau 42:16
75. Calvin True 36:14 169. Glenn Bailey 39:31 263. David Bushey 42:19
76. Richard Davee 36:19 170. Alan Stevens 39:32 264. Darlene Higgins 42:19*
77. Don Harden 36:28 171. Fred Karter 39:36 265. Robert Bolich 42:20
78. Robert Melvin 36:30 172. Steve Salter 39:38 266. Gary Burgess 42:22
79. M. Craig Maker 36:34 173. Chuck Allen 39:39 267. Benjamin Whitcomb 42:24
80. Melanie Holter 36:37* 174. Russell Martin 39:39 268. Dawn Pelletier 42:25
81. Robert Payne (M) 36:39 175. Steve Randolph 39:39 269. Dennis Beers 42:26
82. Brian Benedict 36:40 176. ’Greg Fetterman 39:40 270. Bruce Nye 42:27
83. Patrick Kamm 36:40 177. David Maxey 39:41 271. Philip Roberts 42:28
84. David Terry 36:42 178. Mike O'Conner 39:42 272. Bob Pride 42:28
85. Harold Nelson 36:43 179. Tony Beardsley 39:42 273. Bill Haskell 42:29
86. Tom Swan 36:44 180. Roger Putnam 39:43 274. Jim Wright 42:30
87. Ray Cormier (M) 36:47 181. Ken Shea 39:44 275. Sarah Stockwell 42:30*
88. Robert Cuthbertson 36:48 182. Vaughn Holyoke 39:45 276. Chuck Blodget 42:31
89. Robin Emery 36:51* 183. Roy Rodgers 39:46 277. Mike Reisman 42:34




























































338. Roy Wells III
339. Darrell Toothaker

































42:38* 373. Nadeen Plourde 45:32* 431. Richard Varney, Jr. 47:21
42:38 374. Jim Swan 45:36 432. Rich Cole 47:22
42:39 375. Guy Cumber 45:42 433. Bob Morgan 47:25
42:41 376. James Lobdell 45:43 434. John Davee 47:26
42:42 377. Daniel Force 45:46 435. W. Benson Dana 47:29
42:46 378. John Henderson 45:46 436. Lynn Deeres 47:29*
42:49 379. Kevin Mooney 45:47 437. Rich Weirich 47:32
42:50 380. Dare Horne 45:48 438. Gary Fitzpatrick 47:33
42:53 381. Bob Johnson 45:49 439. Alan Grott 47:34
42:54 382. Brett Steele 45:50 440. J.P.* 47:40
42:55 383. Ed King 45:51 441. Debra Goldsmith 47:41*
42:55 384. Keith Palmer 45:53 442. Wayne Smith 47:42
42:56 385. Alexander Maxwell 45:53 443. Sim Michaud 47:44
42:57 386. Jean Herlihy 45:55* 444. Lori Michaud 47:45*
42:58 387. Cathie Dean 46:00* 445. Charles Clapper 47:46
42:59 388. Stanley Pride 46:02 446. George Osler 47:50
43:07 389. Kevin Purcell 46:04 447. Peter Gott 47:54
43:11 390. Jack Brown 46:05 448. Philip Newman 47:54
43:14 391. George Jacobson 46:05 449. Mike Beagan 47:57
43:16 392. Eddie Brissette 46:08 450. Eddie St. John 47:58
43:17 393. Bob Akerly 46:09 451. Rene Collins 48:00*
43:18* 394. Dan Merrill 46:12 452. Gerry Lemieux 48:01
43:18 395. Colleen Wadsworth 46:14* 453. Jerry St. Amand 48:05
43:23 396. Frank Lisnik 46:15 454. Terry Sprague 48:05
43:27 397. James Lemifux 46:16 455. Martha Floyd 48:10*
43:28 398. Terrence Tomelin 46:17 456. Cindy Wilbur 48:11*
43:29 399. Tom Severence 46:19 457. Stacey Jameson 48:12*
43:31* 400. Russ Bradley 46:20 458. Aurele Ouellet 48:13
43:32* 401. Lenny Myers 46:20 459. Linda Burgess 48:14*
43:35* 402. Bob Boynton 46:21 460. Connie Venskus 48:15*
43:36 403. Lynne Vickery 46:22* 461. Father Guido Sarduchy 48:18
43:37 404. Sheila Hodges 46:26* 462. Jay Treadwell 48:19
43:37 405. Mark Freeman 46:27 463. Mike Robbins 48:24
43:38 406. Walter Hairis 46:27 464. John McElree 48:24
43:39 407. Pam Chisholm 46:32* 465. Dan Sprague 48:25
43:42 408. Ed Crockett 46:35 466. Tim Gunning 48:32
43:44* 409. Jane Bragg 46:36* 467. Susan Begin 48:33*
43:45* 410. David Pierce 46:38 468. Dennis Marble
48:33
43:51 411. Jim Redding 46:39 469. Ken Hodsdon 48:36
43:52 412. Lenny Demurg 46:40 470. Seth True 48:37
43:53 413. Robert Flynn 46:42 471. Barry Wilbur 48:41
43:55 414. Paul Kelley 46:43 472. Paula Lepore
48:43*
43:55 415. Steve Driscoll 46:46 473. Richard Lepore 48:45
43:57* 416. Robert Woodward 46:47 474. Betsy Hoza 48:47*
43:57 417. Jill Baroody 46:48* 475. Steve Vaitones (Walker) 48:48
43:59 418. Jerri Bushey 46:51* 476. John Cayford
48:49
44:01 419. Cynthia Mroch 46:52* 477. George Loddell
48:49
44:02 420. James Mroch 46:52 478. James Lee
48:50.
44:07 421. James Stout 46:54 479. Anne Carroll
48:53*
44:08 422. Jon Dickhaut 47:02 480. Karen McKaginn
48;54*
44:10 423. Mai Glidden 47:02 481. Mary Cashman
49:01*
44:10 424. Art Fraser 47:04 482. David Cappella
49:0.4
44:11 425. Gail Schade 47:06* 483. Philip Smith.
49:08.
44:12* 426. Jim Ballinger 47:07 484. Nadine MColeau
49:09*
44:13 427. Chris Fineout 47:09 485. Lisa Page
49:11*
44:14 428. Donnie Pembroke
'47:15 486. David Mitchell 49:12
44:14 429. William Akins 47:16 487. John Bragg
49.: 20





































489. Larry Pelletier (Walker) 49:25 535. Albert Benar 51:29
490. W.H. Williamson 49:28 536. Leona Clapper 51:32*
491. Chuck Hodge 49:32 537. Jeanne Shay 51:33*
492. Britt Wetmore 49:33 538. Charles Dargon 51:39
493. Tim Reagan 49:34 539. Lee Rush 51:42
494. Robert Rideout 49:35 540. Ann Hackett 51:43*
495. Lee Belanger 49:36 541. Rebecca Abell 51:46*
496. Rob Brown 49:40 542. Ruth Davenport 51:46*
497. Lisa Debruyckeres 49:41* 543. Susan Vincent 51:48*
498. William Tozier 49:42 544. Judy Folger 51:52*
499. Leo Dorsey 49:42 545. Florence Ledrew 51:56*
500. Karen Dickes 49:43* 546. Crystal Nash 51:59*
501. Naronchai Busayaskul 49:43 547. Suzanne Fitzpatrick 52:00*
502. Theresa McGlauflin 49:46* 548. Lisa Varney 52:02*
503. Joe Dunn 49:48 549. Paul Dudley 52:06
504. William Arata 49:49 550. Jody Jones 52:12*
505. Don Newman 49:52 551. Bernard Turner 52:12
506. Chuck Shepley 49:55 552. Deborah Storm 52:13*
507. David Sahadak 49:58 553. Dennis Jewell 52:22
508. Kevin Conway 50:01 554. Maria Hennessey 52:23*
509. Roger George 50:03 555. Pamela Johnson 52:30*
510. Stan Blake 50:04 556. Marylou Sherman 52:32*
511. Noelle Defourneaux 50:08* 557. Ralph McElwain 52:34
512. Michael O’Brian 50:09 558. Mary Jane Stafford 52:35*
513. Catherine Shea 50:10* 559. Jane Wellman 52:39*
514. Kenneth Blaisdell 50:11 560. Michael Brooker 52:42
515. Laura Glaser 50:15* 561. William Forbes 52:45
516. Charleen Wiseman 50:28* 562. Gordan Halpern 52:48
517. Erin Crowley 50:29* 563. Fred Greenlaw 52:51
518. Bob Magaw 50:33 564. Roland Yeaton 42:53
519. Ron Lafratta 50:33 565. Susan Dumont 53:07*
520. William Baker 50:34 566. Eileen Lee 53:23*
521. Perry Barnard 50:36 567. William Forbes 53:24
522. Lawrence Gay 50:38 568. Eton Kennedy 53:30
523. Benita Qualey 50:40* 569. Sue Putnam 53:33*
524. Don Brown 50:41 570. Janice Haskell 53:42*
525. Tom Homsted 50:42 571. Bill Libby 53:45
526. Catherine Violete 5Q.-56* 572. Judy Newman 53:50*
527. Bruce Sorkin 50:59 573. Marie Benar 53:51*
528. Mary Rossi 51:04* 574. Doug Damon 53:51
529. Donna Roberts 51:04* 575. Linda Robertson 53:55*
530. Kathie Marquis 51:05* 576. Georges Berube 53:57
531. Kenneth Hutchins 51:08 577. Jamie Weggler 54:47
532. Jeff Williams 51:12 578. Ron Rancourt 54:49
533. Jim Brown 51:16 579. Maggie Guthrie 54:51*
534. Margaret Flynn 51:28* 580. Bob Modery 54:52
581. Carol Cyr 54:59*
582. Bonnie Rancourt 55:03*
583. Faith Hamilton 55:11*
584. Roger "Boomer" MacLeod 55:27
585. Karl Steinmetz 55:27
586. Valerie Merrill 55:34*
587. Leah Rae Donahue 55:52*
588. Bill Stone 55:55
589. Harold Young 56:01
590. Donna Gilbert 56:08*
591. Peter Curran 56:15
592. Matt Curran 56:20x
593. Ernest Smith 56:32
594. Candace Green 56:57*
595. Stacey Hannah 57:19*
596. Sarah Kennedy 57:19*
597. Sally Crock 57:32
598. L.A. Butler 57:35
599. Larry Lacroix 58:29
600. Tom Wood 59:23
601. Donna Snowman 59:38*
602. Paul Campbell 59:51
603. Edna Naida 60:21*
604. Paul Paulson 60:40
605. John Galligan 60:53
606. Denise Carlson 60:57*
607. Lynn Ahlbald 61:47*
608. Mark Gardner 64:00
609. Carolyn Court 64:57*
610. Catherine Hall 66:10*
611. Traci Yeaton 66:53*
612. Sam Ouellette 67:14
613. Phyllis Goodlad 67:46*
614. Harumi Galligar 68:22*




THE BUCKFIELD COMMUNITY DAYS RACE WALK 
Buckfield 7 K Sep 5th
A shoe for runners who 
are murder on running shoes.
The New Balance 555 is designed for people who are tough 
on running shoes, or who do their running in areas that are 
tough on shoes. With a unique carbon rubber hounds- __ 
tooth outersole and combination-lasted design, it's 
the most durable multi-terrain running shoe
New Balance has ever made.
Available in a variety of widths. H0W bdlOOC©
555
JAmeS BAILEY co. inc
The (Paine Tradition in Sports
264 Middle St., Monument Square 
Intown Portland 774*6635
1. Larry Pelletier 36:52.7
2. Randy Easter 38:18.8
3. John Fisher 41:44.3
4. Scott Albert 44:30.8
5. Rex Bradeen 48:30
6. Luke Hagopian 65:01
7. John Lafreniere DNF
8. Billie Bradeen DNF
Results courtesy of Larry Pelletier 
Race Walker
* * *********** ******
PEN BAY-TRADE WINDS CLASSIC
Rockland Oct 8th
5K Results
1. Alan Bain 15:30
2. Todd Elwell 16:23
3. William Pine 17:10
4. Robert Cuthbertson 17:25
5. Randy White 17:59
6. Steve Roberts 18:34
7. Christie Baldwin 18:58*
8. Dennis Healy 19:03
9. Matt Farrington 19:06
10. Kevin Pottle 19:11
11. Jo Comeau 19:19*
12. Don Richardson 19:32
13. Michael Wright 19:38
14. Fred Grant 19:38
15. John Tripp 19:54
16. Todd LeBlanc 20:02
17. Joan Merriam 20:11*
18. Maynard Fogg 20:12
19. Ken Dirkes 20:27
20. Aaron Merriam 20:51
21. Jim Jenkins 20:52
22. Chris Fineout 21:08
23. Colleen Wadsworth 21:15*
24. Paul Bushey 22:05
25. Jerry Shelso 22:36
26. Michell Dodge 23:01*
27. Perry Barnard 23:03
28. Pam Cuthbertson 23:13*
29. Meg Ouianjo 23:15*
30. Paul Ouianjo 23:15
31. Kristin Cook 23:24*
32. Heather Dankle 23:57*
33. Kathy Dali 24:32*
34. Tracy Allen 24:38*
35. Jim Gilbert 24:39
36. Jennifer Waldron 24:47*
37. Joan Brazier 26:06*
38. Allison Dali 26:20*
39. Joanne Dali 26:24*
40. Joanne Brandt 27:15*
41. Paula Isenberg 27:16*
42. Leona Knowles 27:55*
43. Susan Schmitke 28:06*
44. Lisa Ladd 31:59*
45. Cheryl Howard 32:09*
46. Susan St. Clair 32:26*
47. Rosemarie Lagasse 33:11*
48. Mary Honan 33:50*
49. Marcia Jamrog 35:16*
50. Frances Sacerdote 38:23*
******************
5 Mile Results
1. Chris Bovie 25:01
2. Herb Parsons (M) 27:41
3. John Esposito 27:49
4. Don Reimer 28:08
5. Steven Peterson 28:14
6. Don Harden 29:15
7. Jorge Leon 29:37
8. Vern Demmons 29:54
9. Forrest Sprague 30:13
10. Conrad Skov 30:16
11. Fred Merriam 30:23
12. David Bushey 30:44
13. Kevin Rech 30:56
14. Bill Kassabuski 31:07
15. Roger Putnam 31:08
16. Harry Schmitke 31:10
17. David Comeau 31:18
18. Tom Murray 31:25
19. Barney Hallowell 31:27
20. Dyron Cook 31:48
21. Bill Barter 31:53
22. Alfred Ockenfels 31:55
23. Sheldon Belmain 32:08
24. Frank O'Hara 32:24
25. Craig Ervin 32:32
26-. Paul Dali 32:38—
27. Bob Rheault 33:38
28. Philip Roberts 33:41
29. Diane Wood 33:53*
30. Keith Bruton 33:56
31. Daniel Gargan 34:04
32. Neal Smith 34:07
33. Charles Knight 34:07
34. Kevin Pottle 34:32
35. Jim Artesani 34:35
36. David Hagar 34:49
37. John Shaw 35:16
38. Joanie Rhoda 35:35*
39. Richard Weirich 35:57
40. Jerry St. Amand 36:23
41. Artie Sprowl 36:30
42. Terry Sprague 36:40
43. Steve Driscoll 36:42
44. Jerri Bushey 36:49
45. Richard Waldron 38:07
46. William Tozier 38:38
47. Norman Fitzgerald 38:52
48. Frank Donaldson 39:01
49. Atja Grenert 39:08
50. Cheri Moore 39:31
51. William Jacobs 39:48
52. Darlene Webb 40:04*
53. Roxanne Tibbetts 41:24*
54. Travis Cook 41:41
55. Lori Artesani 41:44*
56. Peter Adams 42:14
57. Patricia Gillis 43:17*
58. Mary Fitzpatrick 43:32*
59. Christa Elwell 44:01*
60. Debby Dodge 44:01*
61. Kathy Valente 46:52*
62. Lucille Sprague 48:03*
63. Judith Lawson 49:09*
Results courtesy of Sterling LeBlanc
Race Director









Bridgton 10K Oct 9th
29. John Cole 26:00
1. Jake LaFerrier 36:29 30. Tom Poirier 26:07
2. Frank Howell 42:10 31. Veronica Knight 26:16*
3. Ron Hatch 43:35 32. David Anthony 26:19
4. Steve Collins 45:02 33. Bob Cushman 26:27
5. Jay Spenciner 46:32 34. Owen Haskell 26:29
6. Bob Doucette 48:08 35. Anne Hendrix 26:41*
7. Pete Howell 74:10 36. Mark D'Amour 27:12
37. Wayne Bryant 27:26
No race is too big; or too small for 38. John Ouellette 27:30
inclusion in the Pack section of MR! 39. John Hunt 27:35
40. Charles Hutchinson 27:41
* * ********* ******* 41. Travis Kinney 27:43
42. Mark Cole 28:06
GRAY 4 MILE ROAD RACE 43. Elizabeth Jurkowski 28:11*






46. Yvette Knight 29:08*
1. Greg Nelson 20:41 47. Leland Crooker 29:36
2. Dan Campbell 20:49 48. Don Penta 30:12
3. Floyd Wilson 21:05 49. Dawn Morrison 31:20*
4. Roger Foster 21:56 50. Earle Pease 31:36
5. Guy Berthiaume 22:07 51. Jon Scales 31:53
6. Mike Lally 22:09 52. Ken Bruns 32:06
7. Bob Hunt 22:20 53. Joyce Beckley 32:19*
8. Mike Harrigon 22:39 54. Mark Cushman 34:10
9. William Fenderson 22:55 55. Brenda Cushman 36:35*
10. Tom Swan 23:03 56. Janet Aldous 36:51*
11. Dean Gillet 23:11 57. Michael Shaw 43:08
12. Richard Neal 23:16 58. Ruth Benedict 47:23*
13. Paul Cote 23:36
14. Andrew Willis 23:50 Results courtesy of Guy Berthiaume
15. Scott Spaulding 23:52 Yankee Running Club
16. Peter Halloway 24:03
17. Richard Sabin 24:10 * * ************* *****
18. Ed Doughty 24:16
19. Mike Guidi 24:23 16th ANNUAL "CODFISH BOWL" 5 MILE XC







23. Art Cunningham 24:48 1. Dave Dunham Lowell 24:12
24. Mark McPheters II 25:07 2. Chris Chisholm So. Conn 24:21
25 .. Robert Poirier 25:27 3. Dennis Simonaitis Lowell 24:22
4. Scott Rafferty Lowell 24:23
5. Tom Anderson Keene 24:25




3 Pleasant St, Brunswck
“Sporting Goods for All Seasons
Good Sports
729-9949
7. Henri Bouchard St. Joe 24:39
8. Stu Hogan St. Joe 24:48
9. Kevin Crawley C Guard 24:54
10. Dave Quintal Lowell 24:58
1. Lowell University 30
2. Keene State 58
3. St. Joseph's College 91
4. Bates College 113
5. Southern Conn 153
6. MIT 155
7. Southeastern Mass 172
8. Coast Guard 208
9. Central Conn 234
10. Bridgewater State 317
11. U/Mass, Boston 361
12. North Adams State 369
13. Salem State 374
14. Roger Williams 399
15. Framingham State 403
16. Fitchberg State 410
St. Joe's Finishers:
7. Henri Bouchard, Sop 24:39
8. Stu Hogan, Jr 24:48
15. Jeff Crocker, Sop 25:16
29. Brian Flanders, Sop 26:03
32. Fergus Kenny, Jr 26:12
Rick Garcia, Sop 26:38
Pat Maguire, Jr 26:54
St. Joe's record is now 26-3
The past three years its 68-3.
Results courtesy of Ziggy Gillespie
★ * ************ * * * *
CUMBERLAND CIDER RUN 10K
Cumberland Oct 9th
1. Doug Ingersoll 32:08
2. John Keller 32:44
3. George Towle 33:10
4. Gene Coffin 34:04
5. Larry Butler 34:31
6. Joel Croteau 35:26
7. Dick McFaul 35:55
8. Wes Douglas 36:20
9. Paul Merrill 36:40
10. Peter Bastow 37:32
11. Lee Nicely 39:01
12. Mark Snow 39:26
13. Tom Bradley 39:59
14. Carlton Mendell 40:28
15. Gerald Wiles 41:25
16. Mike Fitzgerald 41:34
17. Jane Dolley 43:10*
18. Mike Bassols 44:32
19. Leif Nielson 44:40
20. Denise Harlow 44:45*
21. Kennth Casey 45:50
22. Frian Lasorlle 46:31
23. Ralph Roberts 47:26
24. John Reali 47:27
25. Andy Andrews 47:54
26. Ken Raffel 49:56
27. Reed Altemus 51:02
28. Margaret Soule 51:09*
29. Dee Nicely 52:3Q*
30. Berty Andrews 53:30
Results courtesy of Werner Pobatschnig 
Race Director
* * *********** * * * * *
1983 LINCOLN FALL CLASSIC 5K
Lincoln Oct 9th
1. Mark Chasse 15:51
2. Brian McCrea 16:05
3. Steve Gross 16:35
4. Ricky Hale 17:13
5. Joe Goody 17:16
6. Tim Barker 17:17
7. Ron Kafka 17:21
8. Patrick Boss 17:39
9. Mike Doore 17:40
10. Brad Cutliffe 17; 50
11. Tom Cyr 17:51
12. Greg Hildreth 18:06
13. Richard Lindsay 18:11
14. Kenny Audet 18:13
15. Larry Ferguson 18:19
16. Ray Blaisdell 18:23
17. David Gelinas 18:27
18. Tom Blaisdell 18:31
19. Danny Snowman 18:38
20. Kathy Tracy . 18:39*
21. Roy Crawford 18:42
22. Peter Cuff 18:46
23. Alfred Gallant, Jr. 18:47
24. Chris Hyde 18:52
25. Daniel Crocker 18:56
26. Carl Stewart 18:57
27. Barry Dickenson 19:02
28. Dan Angotti 19:06
29. John Benson 19:17
30. Ann Blumer 19:21*
31. Melissa Nantkes . 19:23*
32. Benji White 19:24
33. Mike Salvato 19:31
34. Dick Miles 19:38
35. Tony Gagnon 19:40
36. Paul Smith 19:44
37. Brian Treadwell 19:46
38. Maynard Brown 19:48
39. Alan Stockley 19:52
40. Darrel Toothaker 19:54
41. Tony Flye 20:02
42. James George 20:08
43. Jason Rush 20:10
44. Don Barker 20:31
45. Joe Gallant 20:32
46. David Doore 20:35
47. Michelle Jewers 20:41*
48. Scott Anchors 20:43
49. Kevin Valley 20:46
50. Billy Mahon 20:55
51. Carolyn Gross 21:00*
52. Jon Kelly 21:01
53. Connie Cuff 21:02*
54. Ivan Porter 21:07
55. Art Fraser 21:08
56. Heather Fergusen 21:09
57. Jeff Ouirion 21:10
58. Lara Gordon 21:15*
59. Wendell Porter 21:17
60. Alan Nash 21:21
61. Steve Harding 21:22
62. David Theoharides 21:25
63. Larry Audet 21:43
64. Carol Wells 21:56
65. Lee Rush 22:10
66. Chris Delano 22:12
67. Joby Delano 22:13
68. Judy Doore 22:35*
69. D.W. Madore 22:48
70. Jackie Libby 23:37*
71. Sara Kozlovich 23:51*
72. Chris Barnes 23:52
73. Sonya Wedge 23:54*
74. Molly Chiavelli 24:21*
75. Albert Benar 24:22
76. Nancy Dolley 25:04*
77. Tammy Michaud 25:19*
78. Betty Keller 25:33*
79. John Keller 25:34
80. Brent Chesley 25:58
81. Carrie Crawford 26:23*
82. Joan Gordon 26:27*
83. John Fisher 26:33
84. Sandra Toothaker 26:52*
85. David Gordon 27:20
86. Bobbi Worster 27:26*
87. Tom Wood 27:44
88. Eva Chasse 27:49*
89. Sarah Preble 27:56*
90. Chad Audet 28:11
91. Nancy Chasse 28:20*
92. Cherie Porter 28:55*
93. Bonnie Porter 28:58*
94. Angeli Perrow 30:00*
95. Sandra Joslyn 48:01*
Results courtesy of Mike Salvato 
Race Director
*******************
1983 FIFTH ANNUAL QUAKER HILL CHALLENGE
Unit: 10K Oct 10th
1. Bob Strout 34:00
2. David Caldwell 35:22
3. Robert Melvin 35:50
4. John Printon, Jr. 36:03
5. George Liming 36:29
6. Mike Thompson 36:53
7. Kevin Dyer 37:57
8. Bruce Magoon 39:12
9. Donald Ardine 39:29
10. Roy Rodgers 39:32
11. Bill Sayres 40:08
12. Ron Paquette 41:08
13. Ed Raiola 41:09
14. Michael Lockett 43:25
15. Don Ardine 43:30
16. Brian Pickard 43:13
17. Dan Doyle 45:29
18. Chris Misavage 45:30
19. Lousie Dunlap 46:09*
20. Christine Schempp 46:21*
21. Don Osborne 48:25
22. DonnaJean Pullman 48:41*
23. Gail Lincoln 48:42*
24. Brett Steele 52:56
25. Adrian Bellrose 53:45*
26. Chris Harrington 54:57*
27. Graham Buck 61:55
Results courtesy of Ed Raiola
Race Director
********************
MAINE RUNNERS AT BONNIE BELL 10K 
Boston Oct 10th
1. Joan Benoit Freeport 31:36 AR 
74. Linda Larue Readfield 37:57 
85. Delinda Smith Kingfield 38:12
148. Christie Baldsin N. Haven39:33 
176. Nancy Laferriere Bridgton40:04 
221. Carol McRea Rockport 40:49 
378. Rosalyn Randall Portland 42:24
396. Pat Noll Norway 42:44 
405. Mardi Reed Aina 42:52 
443. Catherine Jarratt Bruns 43:12 
453. Kristine Caragouns Bruns 43:17 
462. Jerie Bugbee Portland 43:21 
470. Lenora Felker Yarmouth 43:25 
496. Pat McCabe Bridgton 43:40 
529. Debra Benner Owls Head 43:57 
534. Nancy Carey Kingfield 43:59
Results courtesy of Steve Viatones
Maine Running's best friend in Beantown
************ ********
Maine Savings Bank’s
Rth Annual . , .
Gasping Gobbler
Thanksgiving Day Road Race
10,000 Meters (6.2 miles) 
and 2 Mile Road Race
Finishing times shown by 
large digital clock.
Date:
Thursday, November 24, 1983.
Time:
10:00 a.m. Registration begins at 8:30 a.m.
Place:
Augusta Civic Center. Augusta, Maine.
(Race course map on the back. Also 
available at registration booth.) Showers and 
refreshments will be available to all.
Awards:
FREE Maine Savings 
Gasping Gobbler mugs to 
the first 200 finishers in 
each race. Trophies and 
frozen turkeys will be 
awarded in the \
following categories 
in each race:
First male, first female, 
second male, second 
female. First male and 
female: 14 and under, 15-18 







Brunswick, ME 31.34 (1982) 
10K Women:
Kathy Kohtala 
Vienna, ME 40.40 (1982)
2 Mile Men:
Arnold Adams, Sr.
Thomaston, ME 11.04 (1981)
2 Mile Women:
Lisa Dodge, Readfield, ME 
12.12 (1981)




Sponsored by Maine 
Savings Bank in 
cooperation with the Maine 
Road Ramblers and the 
Augusta Recreation Department.
For additional information, please
contact race directors Dave Jowdry Guide to Road Racing 
(207) 622-7787 or Clifford Fletcher in New England 
(207) 622-4766.
Certified by The Athletic Congress.
Registration:
$5.00 fee for 10K race:
$4.00 fee for the 2 mile race: 
Make checks payable to 
Maine Savings Bank.
Mail to:
Barbara C. Godfrey 
c/o Maine Savings Bank 




□ 10K □ 2 mile
In consideration of this entry being 
accepted I for myself, my heirs, adminis-
trators and assigns, hereby waive and 
release any and all rights, and claims 
I may have against the sponsors of this 
event. I also release the rights to all 
photographs to the sponsors of the race 
for current or future publicity purposes.
Name ______________________________Age_____
Ad d ress _______________________________________
City___________________ State_______ Zip________
Telephone________________ Male____Female_____
Fastest 10K time to date __________________________
Signature of participant___________________________










"RUN FOR YOUR LIFE"
»OAD RACE
10/000 METER (6.2 MILES) WHEEL MEASURED COURSE
SPONSORS: "RUN FOR YOUR LIFE"
T-SHIRTS FOR FIRST 100 APPLICANTS (10K ONLY)
DATE: Sunday, Nov. 6, 1983 at 12:00 noon
PLACE: "Run For Your Life" Fitness Center, Old Granite
Hill Rd., Manchester, Me. Registration at the
Fitness Center in Manchester, 11:00-11:45 on 
race day or pre-registration, send to Cathy
Cumler, "Run For Your Life", Box 94, Manchester,
Me. 04351
REGISTRATION: Pre-Registration Deadline - Oct. 29, 1983
Pre-Registration Fee- $5.00. Race Day-$6.00'(10K race 
$3.00 (2 mile Fun Run) No T-Shirts. For information 
call 622-9854.
COURSE: Starts on Granite Hill at "Run For Your Life" in 
Manchester, out and back - turn around on Whitten
Rd. One substantial hill. Splits at 1 mile and
3.1 miles. One water stop.
Fun Run - out and back .on Granite Hill Road.
FACILITIES: Showers available for all runners.
AWARDS: Certificates for all registered finishers.
Awards for winners in each age category, male & 
female, top 5 in open category male & female.
Grab Bag Prizes drawn as part of entry (save your 
entry number for drawing).
Awards ceremonies at 2:00 p.m. inside the "Run
For Your Life" Fitness Center.
Cold drinks and hot chowder for all runners.
Categories: Open - men & women 1st 5 finishers.
Men & Women - in each age bracket:
19 and under 20-29 30-34 35-39 40-44
45-49 50-54 55-59 60 & over
1st Male member "Run For Your Life"
1st Female member "Run For Your Life"
1st High School Team (3 members)
Name_____________________________  10K - $5.00 Make checks payable to:
Address______________________ ___ 2M - $3.00 Run For Your Life, P.0. Box
Tel. No.-Area Code______________ Check one: 94, Manchester, Me 04351
Age______ Sex: M__ F____  10K____ 2. mile____
Parents Signature fif under 18)_______________________
In consideration of this entry being accepted, I have myself, my heirs 
and assigns hereby waive and release any rights and claims I may have 
against the sponsors of this race.
"COMPLETE RESULTS WILL BE PUBLISHED IN MAINE RUNNING MAGAZINE"
THIRTEENTH November 20th
LOST VALLEY 15 KILOMETER ROAD RACE
Sponsored by
AUBURN PARKS AND RECREATION DEPARTMENT
ANDROSCOGGIN HARRIERS RUNNING CLUB 
Etonic, Athletic Attic, & Snorada Touring Center
COURSE RECORDS
Men - Kim Wettlaufer 49:29 (1982)
Women - Joan Benoit 54:27 (1979)
PLACE: Lost Valley Ski Area, Auburn, Maine - Access Road
START: Noon REGISTRATION: 11:00 a.m. - 11:45 a.m.
ENTRY FEE: Race Day - $3.00
Rest Rooms - Lost Valley Base Lodge
AWARDS:
Running Shoes from Etonic
2 Season Passes from Snorada Touring Center
Gift Certificates from Athletic Attic and Goldsmith’s Sporting Goods
1st and 2nd Place Overall - Male and Female
Youngest Finisher (Male or female)
Oldest Finisher (Male or female)
Team Award - First Three Finishers by Time
DIVISIONS:
18 - 29 - First & Second Place - Male and Female
30 - 39 - First & Second Place - Male and Female
40 - 49 - First & Second Place - Male and Female
Every 5th place finisher, will receive a jug of cider.
For further information: Contact the Auburn Recreation Dept. - 784-0191
1983 LOST VALLEY 15 KILOMETER ROAD RACE ENTRY FORM (PLEASE PRINT)
NAME________________________________________________________AGE__________________ SEX_______________
ADDRE S S___________________________________________________________________ _________________________
PHONE____________________________ DIVISION ENTERED_____________________________ __________________
The undersigned accepts all responsibility for any illness or injury in connection with 
this event and waives all claims against the City of Auburn, Lost Valley Ski Area, the 
Androscoggin Harriers Running Club, and/or their representatives.
Signature Parent/Guardian’s Signature if 16 or under
TURKEY TROT
5-8 Miles  15th  ANNUAL
DATE: Sunday , November  20, 1983
TIME: One o 'clock  sharp
PLACE: Cape  Elizabeth  High  School
Cape  Elizabeth , Maine  
(showers  available )
FEE: $5-00 ENTRY FEE IN ADVANCE AND DAY OF RACE
All  who  enter  by November  1, 1983, receive  a
FREE T SHIRT-
AWARDS : 35 TURKEYS DONATED BY SHOP/N SAVE WILL BE









16-Un d e r : jerry Cl a p p e r 30:42
30-39: Hank Pfe i f 1 e 28:18
40-49: Ralph Thomas 30:17
50-59: William Hyde 35:48




16-Unde r Robin E s t e y 36 : 47
30-39 : Robin Erne r y 34 : 24
40-49: We n d y Sayres 40:14
50-59: Leona Cl ap p e r 43:52
60-Up: Cora Gagnon 61:58
SPECIAL AWARDS
Engraved  trophies  will  be presented  to  Maine 's Top  male  and  female  
RUNNERS OF THE YEAR- THE SELECTION COMMITTEE IS COMPRISED OF REPRE-
SENTATIVES from  Maine 's running  clubs -
A Maine  Track  Club  Award  will  be presented  to  the  individual  or  
group , who , in the  opinion  of  the  Maine  Track  Club , has  made  the  
most  convincing  cotribution  to  distance  running -
OFFICIAL ENTRY FORM
THE 15th ANNUAL TURKEY TROT SPONSORED BY THE MAINE TRACK CLUB
NOVEMBER 20, 1983 CAPE ELIZABETH, MAINE 5.8 MILES
In consideration of this entry being accepted, I, the undersigned, 
declare that I am physically fit and trained well enough to compete 
in this event, and understand I accept full responsibility for any 
injury I may receive in the above-described road race.
WH£K: Saturday, Koveaher 19 at 9rO0 a.a.
Registration at Brewer High startle at S&00 #•«♦. 
Pre-Registration encouraged at only the firat 50 
runner# will receive a T-shirt.
wurw Kj 5 kiloaeter race (5*106 ail*s)». The wheel-eeawed 
Out* asj 4 W«i*>lr flfttir** •< Ex*weP High SchOOl*
AGS GROUPS: 15 and under
14-18
19-29 EMTIf FES:. #5*00
50-59
40-over
AWARDS: Turkey given to first place finisher# (H & F> per ago group
ADDITIONAL AWARDS: Nunerous other award# of aerchandise and gift 
certificates will he awarded on the following
First Brewer High atudent (H & F)
First Brewer High faculty/staff UH f)
First high school student-Class of ”8* (K & Fj
First high school #tudent-Cles# of *85 (H & FI
First high school atudent-Class of "86 (W & F)
First high school student-Cless of *87 (W < F)
First college student (M & F)
First parent of Brewer High student (M & F)
ALSO: Randoa drawing for additional prises (one prise per runner)
i. J
CCKPLJBTB RESULTS PUBLISHED ZM "Heine Running Hagaslne*
..    ■ -i 1-tt  " > , it. i ■-1 r- ~ j-i
THE GREAT OSPREY OCEAN RUB - NUMBER 2 
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 13, 1983 - 12:00 NOON 
at Wolf Neck State Faxk, Freeport, Maine
- 10 Kilometer Road Race -
COURSE: Wheel-measured course starts at Wolf Neck State Park parking
lot, continues dew Wolf Neck Road, right on Flying Point Road 
to Lower Flying Point Road to Burnett Road to Wolf Neck Road 
to State Park (finish in field) (See Reverse Side For Map).
REGISTRATION: $4,00 per entry. Accepted by mail or the day of the race until
11:45 at WOLF NECK STATE PARK. ALL registration materials will 
be at the park.
RALE FEATURES: Race results and video tape replay of race.
Awards, showers and rest rooms at Freeport High School. 
Mile Markers, 3,1 mile split.
Ref r ashment a.
AWARDS:
AGE GROUPS:
T-Shirts to the first 50 registered entrants.
Merchandise and other awards to 1st - 3rd in each category. 
Male and female -
14 -18 30 - 39
19 -29 40 - over
*** Please Bote: Come ready to run at the Park or plan on arriving early
enough to change at Freeport High School (open at 10:00 A.M.)
I enter this event at my own risk and will not hold the organisers of the GREAT 
OSPREY OCEAN 1QK ROAD RACE, Town of Freeport, Freeport Community Education, Wolf 
Neck State Park or other persons involved in this race responsible for personal 
injuries.
NAME: ____ _______ ______ ______________ ______ _________SEX - AGE:
ADDRESS:_____ _ ~________ ___ _________ CITY:____ __ __________ __ _ STATE:
SIGNATURE: PARENT SIGNATURE;__ _________
(under 18)





FLYERS IN MAINE RUNNING MAGAZINE
Do you want to reach a great many 
runners without a great deal of hassle? 
Why not put your race application in 
Maine Running Magazine. Here’s all you 
do:
Send us 900 flyers by the lOth of 
the month prior to the issue you want 
your flyer to appear in and a check 
for $15. If the statement "Complete 
Results Will Be Published In Maine 
Running Magazine" appears on the 
flyer only send $12. Or...send us
one photo ready copy of your flyer 
and $50 and we’ll print it for ya.
ADVERTISING RATES IN MAINE RUNNING
The advertising rates in Maine 
Running are down-right incredible.
a full page $50 a month; $500 per year 
half page $30 a month; $300 per year 
page $17.50 a month; $175 per year
There are special rates for 3 month;
6 month and mixed packages as well. 
Professional lay-out rates are extra.
^^Jhronomix
Where can I pick up a copy of Maine Running
If anyone ever asks you where they too can 
get a copy of Maine Running Magazine, steer 
them to one of the following stores:
♦OLYMPIA SPORT IN SOUTH PORTLAND




♦PETER WEBBER IN WATERVILLE
* ATHLETES' FOOT IN SOUTH PORTLAND







♦HASKELL'S SPORTING GOODS IN BAR HARBOR
♦WILLEY'S IN ELLSWORTH
The only way to handle large race fields. *LIFE SPORTS OF ELLSWORTH 
$50 per race
♦PUTNAM SPORTS IN PORTSMOUTH,, N.H.
HOW DO I SUBSCRIBE TO MR?
All you need to do is send the bottom part of this page to the address on the title 
page along with a check for $15 and we'll send you the magazine for a year.
Name:_________________________________________
Addr e s s:_________ __________________________ ___
_____ ___________________Zip___________
Make checks payable to
AMA1NEB •W
The difference between other training shoes 
and the 700 is staring you in the face.
affected by the n 
ferial—
The New Balance 700 is a 
competitive training shoe.
Some of you will wonder 
what "competitive training' means 
exactly. If you have to ask, this ain't 
your shoe.
On the other hand, if you're 
a serious, purposeful runner who 
trains specifically to run faster, the 
700 is going to do something quite 
remarkable:
Make you a faster runner.
EVERYTHING ABOUT THIS 
SHOE IS DESIGNED FOR SPEED
There have been precursors 
of the 700. Not the least of which 
was the New Balance 620.
Like that shoe, the 700 is 
extremely light More to the point, 
it's light years ahead in performance.
Consider its Cellogram™ 








Compared to other training shoes, the 700 returns 
more of a runner's energy to his stride.
represents a breakthrough in energy 
efficiency.
Running in a lot of training 
shoes is like running on wet turf. 
Running in the 700 is like running 
on a tuned track. The difference is 
the microcellular construction of 
the Cellogram Its extremely "tight' 
cell structure dramatically resists 
compression set and returns to the 
runner more of the energy he 
expends during training.
The net result, according to 
every member of the New Balance 
Track Team who tested the 700, is 
improved training time.
IT EVEN MAKES TRAINING
SAFER,
The core temperature of the 
bones in a runner’s feet 
are dramatically
ature of a shoe's 
upper mat a fact confirmed 
by research we did at the gait lab 
of one of Boston's leading hospitals.
With this in mind, we made the 
700's upper of a special polyweave 
mesh. Permeable and breathable, it 
helps to significantly reduce heat 
buildup—a major contributor to 
stress fractures.
Other key components in the 
700 include a double density counter 
and a firm mid-sole heel pad for 
exceptional stability. A cutaway 
arch and Flextended Saddle™ for a 
unique sock-like feel. And flexible 
combination last construction for 
men and women in a variety of 
widths—because a serious shoe 
must fit.
Finally, the 700 features  ^a high 
carbon rubber outersole in a "locular 
dynamic" design. Translation: excep-
tional durability, superb fraction on 
any running surface.
The New Balance 700. A shoe 
designed to improve the one thing 
serious trainers care about most:
Their time.
AUBURN MALL
Paul Hammond 
(207) 786-2507
BANGOR MALL
Skip Howard
(207) 947-6880
METHUEN MALL 
Peter Brigham 
(617)683-5069 .
